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PREFACE T0 SECOND lfllilTIO.‘l.
Tm-1 occasion which has arisen for publishing a new edition of Walkel-‘s
Chancery Reports, renders it proper to accompany it with some notice of
the Court, and of the changes which have taken place since the decision
of the cases reported in this volume.
The Court of Chancery, which was organized immediately on the
formation of the State government, was presided over by a Chancellor,
who held his courts at regular terms in, at first, three, and afterwards four
different places, but with general jurisdiction over the entire State. The
first Chancellor Was Elon Farnsworth, a gentleman of singularly excel-
lent qualities to become the founder of an Equity system, from his
thorough training and his fairness and breadth of mind. He at once
proceeded, with the aid of faithful assistants, to complete a system of
Rules which were to a great extent modified or eopie‘d from the New
York Rules in Chancery, which had been shaped by the experience of
Chancellor Kent and his successors, under a body of Statutes very
closely resembling those of Michigan. Chancellor Farnsworth succeeded
in simplifying the practice, and in providing for a much speedier disposi-
tion of causes than had before been reached in either England or New
York. The rules of admission to the Chancery Bar were so framed as
to prevent the danger of incompetent practitioners, by requiring 8- Pre-
vious admission after a three years’ novitiate to the Common Law Courts,
and a special examination of the Attorney after his common law admis-
sion by a committee of Equity Lawyers. With well trained practitioners
it was not ditficult to secure the orderly transaction of business; and at
the same time our Chancellors were always careful never to allow any
substantial equity to be lost by the misprision of officers or counsel.
The system, as applied, was a very good one, and the jurisdiction was
useful. '
Chancellor Farnsworth’s decisions, previous to his resignation in 1842, ‘
are reported in H-1rrington’s Chancery Reports-—a second edition of
which was not long since published under the careful revision of Jud-:e
Cooley. The few decisions rendered by that Chancellor during his brief
resumption of the otlice in 1846 and 1847 have not been collected.
Chancellor Manning was appointed in 1842 and resigned in 1846. Most













































































































































PREFACE TO SECOND EIHTIO~~. 
THE oC'casion which has arisen for publishing a new edition of Walker's 
Chancery Reports, renders it proper to accompany it with some notice of 
the Court, and of the changes which have taken place since the decision 
of the C'ases reported in this volume. 
The Court of Chancery, which was organized immediately on the 
formation of the State government, was presided over by a Chnncellor, 
who held his courts at regular terms in, at first, three, and afterwards four 
different places, but with general jurisdiction over the entire State. The 
first Chancellor W<Li Elon Farnsworth, a gentleman of singularly excel-
lent qualities to become the founder of an Equity system, from his 
thorough training and bis fairness and breadth of mind. He at once 
proceeded, with the aid of faithful assistants, to complete a system of 
Hules which were to a grt•at extent moclified or copie"d from the New 
York Rules in Chancery, which had been shaped by the experience of 
Chancellor Kent and his sncce;;sors, under a body of Statutes very 
closely resembling those of Michigan. Chancellor Farnsworth succeeded 
in simplifying the practice, and in providing for a much speedier disposi-
tion of causes than had before been reached in either England or New 
York. The rules of admission to the Chancery Bar were so framed as 
to prevent the danger of incompetent practitioners, by requiring a pre-
vious admission after a three years' novitiate to the Common Law Courts, 
and a special examination of the Attorney after his common law admis-
sion by a committee of Equity Lawyers. With well trained practitioners 
it was not difficult to secure the orderly transaction of busine<'s; and at 
the same time our Chancellors were always careful never to allow any 
substantial equity to be lost by the misprision of officers or counsel. 
The system, as applied, was a very good one, and the jurisdiction was 
useful. 
Chancellor Farnsworth's decisions, previous to his resignation in 1842. 
are reported in Ihrrington's Chancery Ueports-a second edition of 
which was not long Rince published under the careful revision of Jud.~e 
Cooley. The few 1leP.isions rendered by thnt Chancellor during his brief 
rc~mmption of the office in 184G and 1847 have not been collected. 
Chancellor Manning was appointed in 1842 and re'>igned in 1846. Most 





SMITH & WILLARD v. THOMPSON.
Of late years judgment creditors’ bills have not been so numerous as formerly, and,
in addition to the Bankrupt Law, there have been some statutory regulations. In 1851
the Statutory Judgment Creditors’ Bill was abolished, and SII]IplBIII('nYtII‘v legal pro-
ceedings substituted. L. 1851, p. 316. In 1855 the repealing clause was repealed. and
the old sections were restored. L. 1855, p 270. These proceedings at law, while for
some purposes equivalent to chancery proceedings, cannot be made operative to settle
the rights of third persons, whose conveyances, etc., can only be reached by proceedings
to which they are made parties defendant. In such cases a Receiver is necessary, who
may sue for anything belonging to the estate. L. 1875, p. 226; Elders v. Stowkle, 37
Mich. R., 2151.
A creditor’s Bill, and not a Bill in aid of execution, is necessary to reach the trust
resulting to creditors in lands bought with a debtor’s money in the name of a
third person, as that interest is not subject to execution. 7‘rmk v. Gru n, 9 .lI1'(-h. R., 338;
Maynmvl v. H0skins, 9 .l[ich., R. 455. Such a trust only arises when the transaction is in
fraud of creditors, and a creditor who has encouraged the transaction cannot complain
of it. Bum-e v. Bailey (Jun;' Term, 1876.)
No one but a judgment creditor can reach any equitable assets. Glynn v. Phclle~
place, 26 Mich., 383. Or complain of transfers. F0.r v ll'il.1is, 1 Mic/i, 321; Jackmn v. Cleve-
land, 15 .l[ich., R. 94; Es-low v. Mitchell, 26 .l[ich., R. 500; .-l[cAulifl"e v. Farmer, 27 J1ich.,
R. 76; '1';/lcr 1). Pealt, 30 Mich... R. 62. And a judgment which is bad for want of jurisdic-
tion will not sustain proceedings. Millar v. Babcock. 29 .-l[ich., R. 526. Nor can a cred-
tor attack transfers made before his debt was created. Keeler v. Ulrich, 3'3 Mich. R.,
88'; Gay v. Bidwell, 7 Mich. R, 519.
Such a Bill is not sustainable without full compliance with the statutes. Tyler 1).
Peatt, 30 Mich., R. 62: Preston c. Wilcox (April, 1878).
The remedy at law must have been exhausted in good faith before Bill filed, and a
collusive return or one made too early, or when property was known and could have
been reached by levy in the same county or elsewhere, will not be sufficient. ll'iIIi(t'''s
v. Hubbard, Walk. Uh. R, 28‘- F1'ecm(m- v. .llichigan Slate Bank. Id., 62; Wharton v.
F itch, 1d., 143; Beach 1). ll’/lite, 1'1., 495,’ .S't((fl‘0rd v. I[l/Ib6:'t, I1(l:‘:'-, 435.
And the Bi'l must be filed within a reasonable time after the return of execution.
Gould v. Tryon, Walk. Ch. R., 353. But the issue of a new execution will not prevent it.
Clark 1). I)acis, Harr. Ch. R, 227.
A return on the return day is good. Williams v. Hubbard, 1 Mich., R. 446.
When there are several defendants against whom an execution is returned unsatis-
fled, a Bill need not bring in parties who are not charged with having equitable assets
to be reached. lb.
The right which an administrator of a deceased party has, when indemnified by
creditors, to file a Bill to avoid his fraudulent conveyances, is not assignable, and no one
else can file the Bill. Morris c. -llorris, 5 Mich. R., 171.
A fraudulent assignee, who has transferred to an innocent purchaser, is held for the













































































































































vi PREFACE TO SECOND EDITION.
which was originally prepared with the advantage of his personal review.
He was an ‘upright and able judge, and his decisions indicate thorough
fairness and close study. His election to the Bench of the Supreme
Court in 1857, and his subsequent re-election, and the general approval
of his judicial conduct: up to the time of his lamented death, in 1864,
are a suflicient proof of the public estimate of his worth and character.
He went upon the Chancery Bench at a time when there was a great
mass of business arising out of the troubles of a recent financial revolu-
tion, and much which involved bitter personal controversies. The growth
of the State had extended the settlements, and scattered the Bar to con-
siderable distances from the oflices of the court and its clerks, and there
was a full share of business from these districts. With a most benevolent
and kindly disposition, and a profound love of justice, he was excep-
tionally orderly and methodical, and very direct in his expressions; and
he never had that personal popularity with the Bar generally that was
possessed by his predecessor, although much beloved b.y those who
knew him more intimately. This, joined to the general disposition to
make legal experiments, which was especially prevalent throughout the
country in 1846, and the years previous and subsequent, led to the
transfer of Equity business to the Common Law Courts, which took
effect in the spring of 1847.
Although the efiect of this change has been to greatly interfere with
the neatness and dispatch of business, yet the change has been in other
re<pects advantageous; and, in the light of subsequent legislation, is on
the whole desirable. The principal defects are that trained clerks and
thorough chaneery lawyers are not found everywhere, and the records
are imperfectly preserved. It has been found necessary, also, to post-
pone Equity business to Common Law business, and this sometimes pro-
duces delays. But the radical changes in our legal system have had so
great an effect on Equity proceedings that there would probably be much
inconvenience and greater delays, if cases which can now be tried in
their legal and equitable bearings by the same tribunal, were, as formerly,
dependent in many instances on the action of more than one court. A
brief reference to some changes may not be without value in connection
with the reports contained in this volume.
Much of the business of the old Court of Chancery, reported and
unreported (for a great portion of the decided cases were disposed of
without written opinions, and verbal opinions were seldom preserved),
consisted of proceedings against insolvent corporations, creditors’ bills,
mortgage foreclosures, specific performance, and the enforcement of
resulting trusts. The General Banking Law was held void in 1844, and













































































































































vi PREFACE TO SECOND EDITION. 
which was originally prepare{l with the advantag<• of his personal re dew. 
He was an upright and able jutlge, and his decisions indicate thmough 
fairness and close study. His 1·lection to the Bench of the Supreme 
Court in 1857, and his sulJs~·qnent re-election, and the general approval 
of his judicial conduct up to the time of his lamented death, in 1864, 
arc a sufficient proof of the pnl>lic estimate of his worth and character. 
He went upon the Chancery Bench at a time when there was a great 
mass of business arising out of the troubles of a recent financial revolu-
tion, and much which involved bitter personal controversies. The growl h 
of the State had extended the settlements, and scattered the Bar t~ con-
Riderable distances from the offices of the court and its derks, nnd there 
was a full share of busine.>>1 from these districts. With a most benevolent 
and kindly disposition, and a profound love of justice, he was excep-
tionally orderly and methodical, and very direct in his cxp:c~l'ions; and 
he never had that personal popularity with the Bar generally that was 
po~se.~sed hy his predecessor, although much heloved hy those who 
knew him more intimately. Thi<1, joined to the general disposition to 
make legal experiments, which was especially prevalent throughout the 
country in 1846, and the years previous and subsequent, 11·d to the 
transfer of Equity business to the Common Law Courts, which took 
effect in the sprin~ of 1847. 
Although the effect of this change has been to greatly interfere with 
the neatness and dispatch of business, yet the change has heen in other 
re~pects advantageous; and, in the light of subsequent legislation, is on 
the whole desirable. The principal defects are that trained clerks and 
thorough chancery lawyers are not found everywhere, and the records 
are imperfectly preserved. It has been found necessary, also, 10 post-
pone Equity business to Common Law business, and this sometimes pro-
duces delays. Rut the radical changes in our legal system have had so 
great an effect on Equity proceedings that there would probably be mnch 
inconvenience and greater delays, if cases which can now he tried in 
their legal and equitable bearings by the same tribunal, were, as formnly, 
dependent in many instances on the action of more than one court. A 
brief reference to some changes may not be without value in connection 
with the reports contained in this volume. 
Much of the business of the old Court of Chancery, reported and 
unreported (for a great portion of the decided cases were disposed of 
without written opinions, and verbal opinions were seldom preserved), 
consisted of proceedings against insolvent corporations, creditors' hills, 
mortgage foreclosures, specific performance, and the enforcement of 
resulting trusts. The General Banking Law was held void in 1844, an<l 
a summary end was given to a great mass of pending litigation. The 
PREFACE TO SECOND EDITION. Vll
banks since organized have been few in number, and have led to very
little legal controversy. The amount of equitable business involving
corporations and partnerships has been very uiuch less, comparatively,
than it was in the old court. The Bankrupt Law has materially lessened
equitable contests between debtors and creditors. The changes in the
law of mortgages which prevent the extinguislnnent of equities of
redemption more speedily in Equity than by advertisement, and the
change of the Equity of Redemption into a legal estate not liable to dis-
turbance in possession until the right of redemption is finally barred,
have cut 0!! the jurisdiction to appoint receivers, and have rendered it
less necessary to proceed by bill. The abolition of resulting trusts in
favor of those who furnish money to buy titles in the names of others,
has much simplified the laws of real estate. And there are many statutes
which have otherwise simplified business, among Which may be men-
tioned those allowing legal actions of trespass or ejectment on complete
equitable titles in several cases, and those facilitating the trial of issues
by jury in Courts of Equity.
But perhaps the most important change of all has been that which has
in most cases removed the old disabilities of parties and of interested
witnesses to testify. This legislation abolished Bills of Discovery
entirely—(Ri0pelie 1). D903!'tar, 26 Jtflc/t., R. 102)—and has also led to the
disuse, in most cases, of discovery under oath in ordinary equity contro-
versics. The great delays formerly caused by the exceptions of com-
plainants and the evasions of defendants, and the somewhat barren and
metaphysical discussion of the amount of testimony required to over-
come a responsive answer under oath, are happily got rid of, and it is
seldom necessary to enter upon any questions of technical pleading,
when the rules and practice favor amendments and disfavor undue and
captions criticism. The substitution of speedier and simpler means to
revive suits which have abated, is another improvement of much value.
And the legislation authorizing assignees to sue in their own name at law
has somewhat lessened litigation in Equity.
The result of all these and other changes has been to remove the old
reproach, which under some systems was not entirely unmerited, that
the rights of parties received different treatment in difierent courts. At
present all courts, whether legal or equitable, treat the same rights with
equal respect, and the difference has become purely one of forms of
remedy. Such cases as may be adequately disposed of by a single hear-
ing before a court or jury, and by a common law judgment of damages
or possession (as in replevin and ejeetment), need seldom come into
Epiity. Those which involve several and different interests, or multi-













































































































































PREF ACE TO SECOND EDIT:ON. vii 
banks s!ncc orgimizcd have been few in number, and have led to very 
little lc~al controversy. The amount of equitable business involving 
corporat:ons and partnerships has been very much less, comparatively, 
than it was in the old court. The Bankrupt Law has materially lessened 
cquitablJ contests between debtors and creditors. The changes in the 
law of mortgages which prevent the extinguishment of equities of 
redemption more speedily in Equity than by advertisement, and the 
change of the Equity of Hedcmption into a legal estate not liable to dis-
turbance in posol!ssion until the right of redemption is finally barred, 
have cut off the jurisdiction to appoint receivers, and have rendered it 
less necessary to prncced by bill. The abolition of resulting trusts in 
favor of those who furnish money to buy titles in the names of others, 
has much simplified the Jaws of real estate. And there arc many statutes 
which have otherwise simplifi.~d business, among which may be men-
tioned those allowing legal actions of trespass or ejcctment on complete 
equitable titles iu several case.>, and those facilituting the trial of issues 
by jury in Courts of Equity. 
But perhaps the mo.>t important change of all has been that which bas 
in most cases removed tlu old disabilities of parties and of interested 
witnesses to testify. Thi-; legislation abolished Bills of Discovery 
entirely-(Riopel~e v. D1e!lner, 26 Miclt., R. 102)-and bas also led to the 
disuse, in most cases, of discovery undei· oath in ordinary equity contro-
versies. The great delays formerly caused by the exceptions of com-
plainants and the evasions of defendants, and the somewhat barren and 
metaphysical discussion of the amount of testimony required to over-
come a responsive answer under oa.th, are happily got rid of, and it is 
seldom necessary to enter upon any questions of technical pleading, 
when the rules and practice favor amendments and disfavor undue and 
captious criticism. The substitution of speedier and simpler means to 
revive suits which have abated, is another improvement of much value. 
And the legislation authorizing assignees to sue in their own name at law 
:ias somewhat lesseuetl litigation in Equity. 
The result of all these and other changes bas been to remove the old 
reproach, which under some systems was not entirely unmerited, that 
i '.1c rights of parties received different treatment in different courts. At 
present all courts, whether legal or equitable, treat the same rights with 
e,pial respect, and the difference has become purely one of forms of 
rcmr~dy. Such cases as may be adequately disposed of by a single hear-
i :1g before a court or jury, and by a common law judgment of damages 
or possession (as in replevin and ejectment), need seldom come into 
B 1nity. Tho:;~ which involve several and different interests, or multi-
plied issues, or special and peculiar relief, must of necessity be tried and 
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disposed of in another way; and. since the same judge hears tin-ni all,
there is now no more repugnance between legal and equitable remedies
than between assuu1p=it and ejectment.
In perusing these reports the reader will recognize, what has been
often noted by those who have studied the decisions of Courts of Chan-
cery in the light of history, that the greatest service rendered by Equity
in \S been the improvements it has forced upon the procedure at Common
Law.
Nom.—We have made for permanent use the annotations of the
WALKER CIIANCERY REPORT in separate pages from the body of the
work, giving first the title and page of each case in the exact order it
occurs in the Report, and leaving after each case room to at any time
allow the entering of any further reference that may be made. We
think that the arrangement will be very satisfactory, as by this method
the original pages and text of each report remains as first printed. To
those wishing their annotations separate, we will sell them for 75 cents a
number.
Respectfully,
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1li~poscd of in another way; and, since the same judge heuni them ull, 
th·~re is now no more repugnance between legal anti equitable rcmeuics 
than between assmup•it and ejectml'nt. 
In perusing these reports the reader will recognize, what has been 
often noted by those who have studied the dccision!:I of Courts of Chan-
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Law. 
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number. 
Respectfully, 
RICHMOND, BACKUS & CO. 




BEBGH & AROULARIUS v. POUPARD & Bnnunnm.
PAGE 6. .
ALBANY CITY BANK v. STEEVENS.
No new proceedings are necessary to bring in parties upon instalmenls which be-
come due before decree, and a decree may cover all sums which have then accrued:
Vaughn v. Nims, 36 Mich. 19., 257; Howe ::. Lemon, 87 Mich., 164.
But upon instalments due after decree the parties interested must be brought in by
notice or by publication, and in case any one has died his representatives must be
brought in. And no decree can be granted without proofs.
The dictum in Albany City Bk. l). Steevena that no one but the mortgagor is entitled
tonotice of further proceedings, is disapproved. Brown 1!. Thompson, 29 Illich. R., 72.
And see Perkins v. Perkins, 16 Mick, 16 Z.















































































































































BERGH & AROULA.RIUS v. POUPARD & BEAUBIEN. 
PA.GB 8. 
ALBANY CITY BANK v. STEEVENS, 
No new proceedings are necessary to bring in parties upon lnstalmenls which be-
come due before decree, and a decree may cover all sums which have then accrued: 
Vaugltn v. Ntms, 86 Mich. R., 2'.-7; Howe v. Lemon, 87 Mich., 164. 
But upon instalments due after decree the parties interested must be brought in by 
notice or by publication, and in case any one has died his representatives must be 
bro-.ight in. And no decree can be granted without proofR. 
The dictum in Albany City Bk. v. Steevens, that no one but the mortgagor is entitled 
to notice of further proceedings, is disapproved. Brown i•. Thompson, 29 Mi.ch. R., 72. 
And see PerkiM v. Perkins, 16 Mich., rn !. 




MICHIGAN STATE BANK 1). HASTINGS.
The Chancellor's note at the end of this case is claimed by Ch. Justice Whipple to
have proceeded on a misapprehension of the decision of the Supreme Court, reported
in 1 Doug., 225. After the first Bill was dismissed, a second one was filed and dismissed.
On appeal to the Supreme Court an opinion was delivered in which the jurisdiction was
maintained, and a decree allowed to be entered upon certain concessions and condi-
tions. The discussion of the note (which is found in Michigan State Bank v. Hammond,
1 Doug., 527,) asserts as the Chancellor did, that the State cannot be sued, but intimates
the view of the Supreme Court that the defendants occupied trust relations for the hen-
efit of complainants, and in that respect did not represent the State.
The State cannot be sued directly or indirectly, and the Governor, representing it as
Chief Executive, is likewise exempt. Sutherland v. Governor, 29 Mich. R , 320.
A proceeding will not lie in the courts to establish a liability against the State to
open and correct accounts which have been settled and acted on with counties. and re-
fund the erroneous excess. People ea1 rel. Ambler, Treas. of Graliot, v. Auditor Generat,
(June Term, 1878). Under the Constitution 01! 1850, the Board of State Auditors have
power to consider most legal claims.
PAGE 15.
WIXOM v. DAVIS.
Equity will not interpose to disturb a legal judgment without strong necessity and
diligence. Miller 1). Morse, % Mich R., 365; Spoon v. Baxter, 31 Mich. R., 279,- Mc Vicker c.
Filer, 81 Mich. 13., 304,- Jennison v. llaire, 29 Mich. R., 207.
A matter within the issue tlied, cannot be re-tried in another case—whether intro-
duced in evidence or not. button 1). Shaw, 35 Mich. R., 431; Beam 1). Macomber, 35 Mich.
12., 455; Austin v. Frerwh, 86 Mich. R., 199.
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The Chancellor's note at the end of this case is claimed by Ch. Justice Whipple to 
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maintained, and a decree allowed to be entered upon certain concessions and condi· 
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1 D<Jug., 527,) asserts as the Chancellor did, that the State cannot be sued, but intimates 
the view of tbe Supreme Court that the defendants occupied trust relations for the ben-
efit of complainants, and in that respect did not represent the State. 
The State cannot be sued directly or indirectly, and the Governor, representing it as 
Chief Executive, is likewise exempt. Sutherland v. Governor, 29 ilfich. R , 320. 
A proceeding will not lie in the courts to establish a liability against the State to 
open and correct accounts which have been settled and acted on with counties. and re-
fund the erroneous excess. People ei: rel. A.mbl.er, Treas. of Gratiot, v. Auditor General, . ·· 
(JuM Term, 1878). Under th.:i Constitution of 1850, the Board of Stat.e Auditors have 
power to consider most legal claims. 
. ' . 
PA.GB 15. 
WIXOM v. DA VIS. 
F.quity will not int.erpose to disturb a legal judgment without strong necessity and 
diligence. MWerv. Maree, 23 MichR.,365: Spoon v. Baxter, 31 M'u:h. R., 279,• McVickerfJ, 
Fil.er, 81 Mich. R., 304: Jenni8on v. Haire, 29 Mich. R., 207. 
A matter within the issue tried, cannot be re-tried in another case-whether intro· 
duced in evidence or not. lJutf,Qn v. Shaw, 35 M ich. R., 481: Beam v. 11faco111.Qer, 85 Midi. 
R., 455; Austin v. French, 86 Mich. R., 19!1. 
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PAGE 19.
SCHWARZ v. SEARS.
Complainant must prove so much of his case as the answer fails to admit. Hard-
wick r. Bassett, 25 Mich. R., 149; Jllow-is v. M01-1is, 5 Jlich. R., 171.
When by a sensible construction an answer clearly amounts to an admission, no
technical form is needed to make it so operate. Shook v. P?'0d0:', 27 Mich. R., 349.
An infant is not concluded by a guardian’s answer, and the case must be proved
against him. Thayer v. Lane, Walk. Ch. 12., 200: Chandler v. McKinney, 6 Mich R., 217;
Smith v. Srmlth, 13 Mich. R., 268.
P.mm28.
SUYDAM v. DEQUINDRE.
If a commissioner's finding of facts is correct, the court will decide on them without
an exception to his conclusions. K ingsbury c. Ii'ingsb'ury. 20 Jlich. R.. 212.
But in general a report not excepted to will stand, and no examination he had be-
hind it. Thome v. Hilhiker, 12 Mich. R., 215; Butterfleld v. Beardsley, 28 Mich. .R., 412.
PAGE 27.
















































































































































SCHWARZ v. SEARS. 
Complainant must prove so much of his case as the answer fails to admit. /Ia1d-
wick r. Bash·ett, 25 Mich. R., 149; ,Hon-is t '. JIO'l'1il!, 5 J/ich. R., 171. 
When by a sensible construction an answer clearly amounts to an admission, no 
technical fonn is needed to make it so operate. Shook v. Pruclol', 27 llfich. R ., 34!1. 
An iufant is not concluded by a guardian's answer, and the case must be provt'd 
against him. Thayer ti. Lane, Walk. Ch. R., 200: Chandler v. McKinney, 6 Mich R., 217,· 
Smith v. Smith, 13 Mich. B., 2ti8. 
PAGE28. 
SUYDAM v. DEQUINDRE. 
If a commissioner's finding of tact.s is correct, the court will decide on them without 
an exception to his conclusions. KingslJuri; v. Kinqsburi;. 20 Jlich. R .. 212. 
But in general a report not excepted to will stand, and no examination be had be-
hind it. Thorue v. BUliker, 12 .M.lch. R., 21~; Butterfield v. Beardsley, 28 Mich. B., 412. 
PAGE 27. 





As to creditor’s bill, see note to Smifh v. Thlrmpson, page 1.
Any equity whatever in the bill will defeat a general demurrer. Hqfimn 0. Rose, 25
Mich. 12.. 175; Hawkins c. Clermonl, 15 Mich. B., 511.
PAGE 31. ‘
RUSSELL v. WAITE.
Assignees usually take subject to all equities between mortgagor and mortgagee
arising out of the mortgage itself. Nichols v. Lee. 10 Mich. R., 526; Terry v. Tattle, 24
Mich. R., 206,- Judge 1). Vogel, (April, 1878.)
But not where a bomzfide holder of negotiable paper secured by mortgage. Reeves
1/. Scully, Walk. Ch. 12., 248; Dalton v. Ices, 5 Mich. R, 515.
Nor can mortgagor inquire into transactions not relating to the mortgage debt. or
between others than mortgagor and mortgagee. Adair ;. Adair. 5 Mich. R., 204. Nor is
assignee bound by such transactions with 1hird persons. Bloomer v. Ilenderson, 8 Mich.,
395.
Mortgagor may deal with mortgagee until he has notice of assignment. Jones ':.
Smith, 22 Mich. R., 360; McCabe v. Far-nsworlh, 27 Mich. R., 32.
An assignee of securities should obtain delivery of them, or he may lose his priority.
Haescig 1). Brown, 34 Mich., 503; Fletcher v. Oarpmter, 37 Mich.
When mortgage is made to negotiate. a purchaser from the mortgagee knowing
that fact cannot hold it in excess of the price. Smilhera v. Heather, 25 Mich. R., 447.
PAGE 35.
WELLES v. RIVER RAISIN & G. R. R. R. Co.
Bills of discovery are abolished by the statute making parties competent to testify.
















































































































































W 1 LLlA ll S v. li U BBARD. 
As to creditor's bill, see note to Smith v. Thompcon, page 1. 
Any equity whatever in the bill will defeat a general demurrer. Hqjfman ti. Boll, 211 
Hich. R., 175; Hawkina v. Clemwnt, 15 Mich. B., 511. 
PAGE 81. 
RUSSELL v. WAITE. 
Assignees usually take subject to all equities between mortgagor and mortgagee 
arising out of the mortgage itself. Nichols v. Lee. 10 MWh. R., 526; Terry v. Tuttle, 2' 
Mich. R., 206: .J'udge v. Vogt l, (April, 1878.) 
But not where a bona.fide holder of negotiable paper secured by mortgage. Reevu 
ci. Scully, ll"alk. Ch. R ., 248," Dutton v. I ces, 5 M ich. R., !'il5. 
Nor can mortgagor inquire into transactions not relating to the mortgage debt. or 
between others than mortgagor and mortgagee. Adair v. Adai1·, 5 Midi. R., 204. Noris 
as.<;;ignee bound by such transactions with !hird persons. Blwmer v. Ilenderson, 8 Mich., 
395. 
Mortgagor may deal with mortgagee unt il he has notice of assignment. .Jones v. 
Smitlt, 22 "llich. R ., 360," McCabe v. FarnswO'r th, Zl ,"tllch. R ., 82. 
An assignee of securities should obtain delivery of them, or he may lose his priority, 
Haacig v. Brown, 34 Mich., 503; Fletcher v. Gai·1ienttr, 37 Mich. 
When mortgage is made to negotiate, a purchaser from the mortgagee knowing 
that fact cannot hold it in e:x:c!l&' of the price. Smithera v. Heat/I.er, 25 Hich. R., 447. 
PAGE 85, 
WELLES v. RIVER RAISIN & G. R. R. R. Co. 
Bills of discovery are abolished by the statute making parties competent to testifr. 






On mortgages made since 1843 the mortgagor is entitled to possession until the equity
lsbarred, and may recover it back if ousted. Baker c. Pierson, 5 Mich. R., 456; Ca-
ruthers v. Humphrey, 12 Mich. R., 270; C‘r1'ppen v. Morrwon, 13 Mich. R.,23; Newton 11.
Sly, 15 Mich. 12., 391; Newton v. McKay, 30 Mich. R., 880; Humphrey v. Hurol. 29 Mich. R..
44.
But under the former law the mortgagee had a right of possession, which was not
destroyed by the act of 1843, that law being only valid as prospective. Mandy c. Mom
roe, 1 Mich. 1%., 68; Blackwood c. Van Vliet, 11 Mich. 12., 252; Hqzfman v. Harrington, 38
Mich. R., 892; Todd 1). Davis, 32 Mich. R., 160.
Where a moltgagee had not entered during his lifeti1ne, such a mortgage enured
to his administrators, and not to his heirs. Albright v. Cobb, 30 Mich. R., 355.
And the right of entry was barred in 20 yeals. Albrighl 1). Cobb, 34 Mich. 13., 316.
The right to an account of rents and profits may be lost by such conduct as creates
counter equities. Grayrlon 0. Church, 7 Mich. R., 36.
A residuary devisee may take possession or sell before the estate is settled. C'hap-
man 1/. Graig, 37 Mich.
Pass 48.
BROWN v. CHASE.
No receiver can be properly granted on mortgages made since 1843, as the mortgagor
tb ted. W .Stone 36Mlch.R. 864. /f,,,; 4; g














































































































































AKNOTATIONS \\" ALKER'S 
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PAGE41. 
STEVENS v. BROWN. 
On mortgages made since 1843 the mortgagor is entitled to possession until the equity 
fs barred, and may recover it back if ousted. Baker v. Pierson, 5 Mich. R., 456; Ca-
rutMra v. Humphrey, 12 Mieh. R., 270; Orippen v .• lforriaon, 13 Mich. R., 23; Newton v. 
Sly, 15 Mich. B., 891; Newton v. McKay, 00 Mich. R., 880; Humphrey v. Hurd. 29 Mi.cit. R., 
44. 
But under the former law the mortgagee had a right of possession, which was not 
desiroyed by the act of 1843, that law being only valid as prospective. Mundy v. Mon-
roe, 1 Mich. R., 68; Blackwood v. Van Vliet, 11 Mich. R., 252; Hoffman v . Harrtngton, 38 
Mich. R., 892; Todd v. Davis, 32 Mich. R., 160. 
Where a mortgagee had not entered during his lifetime, such a mortgage enured 
to his administrators, and not to his heirs. Albright v. Cobb, 30 Mi.cit. R., 355. 
And the right of entry was barred in ~ years. AUnigftt v. Cobb, 34 Mich. R., 316. 
The right to an account of rents aud profits may be lost by such conduct as creates 
counter equities. Graydon v. Ohurch, 7 Mich. R., 36. 
A reRiduary devisee may take possession or sell before the estate is settled. Chap· 
man v. Oraig, 87 Mich. 
PAO:Bi48. 
BROWN v. CHASE. 
No receiver can be properly granted on mortgages made since 1843, as the mortgagor 
cannot be ousted. Wagar v. StUM, 36 Mich. R., 364. JI~ ~ ~ ... '(;!'4- ~,, 












The rule requiring parties to pay for taking down cross-examination of opposing
witnesses was approved. People ea1 rel. Smllh v. Judge 0/‘ Ionia Oircuil Court, June Term,
1878.
In order to prevent collusion, testimony is required in all divorce cases, and a com-
missioner should, on a reference pro confesso, see that all the facts are drawn out. Em-
mons v. Emmons, Walk. Ch. 1/3., 532. See also Leavilt v. Leavitt, 13 Mich. R., 452, where
answer was withdrawn. And as to stipulations, evidence, and declarations of parties,
























































































































































SA WYER v. SA WYER. 
The rule requiring parties to pay for taking down cross-examination of opposing 
witnesses was approved. Prople ~rel. Smith v. Judge of Ionia CfrcuU Court, Ju™ Term, 
1878. 
In order to prevent collusion, testimony Is required In all divorce cases, and a com· 
missioner should, on a refe 1·ence pro wnfesso, see that all the fact'! are dra\vn out. 1iJm. 
mor.s v. Emmons, Walk. Ch. R., 532. See also Leavitt v. Leavitt, 13 Mich. ll., 452, where 
answer was withdrawn. And as to stipulations, evidence, and declarations of parties, 
Robin(l(,m 11. Robinson, 16 Mich., 79; Daw8QTI, 11. Dawson., 18 Mich. B., 335. 
EDWARDS v. HULBERT. 
7 
AN N O'l‘A'l‘l ONS W A LKER‘S
COPYRIGHT 1878.
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PAGE 56.
BRONSON v. GREEN.
All papers made simultaneously, and referring to the same course of dealings should
be treated as one contract or document, to be construed by the court and not by the
jury. Dudgcon v I/aggart, 17 Mich. R., 273; Johnson v. Moore, 28 Mich. R., 8. Detroit :'.
Robinson, 37 or 38 Mich.
FREEMAN o. MICHIGAN STATE BANK.




The right of action on joint claims belongs to the survivor. Martin v. McReynolds,
6 Illiv/I. l/’., 72; Teller 1'. ll'ethercIl, ‘J Mich. 18., 464
Surviving partners have a right to the entire control and disposition of firm assets,
real and personal. I’fe[fer v. b't('in'r, 27 Mich. R.. 537; Barry 1). Briq-r/s, 22 Mich. R.. 201;
Connor v. Allen, Ilarr. Ch. 12., 371; Bassett v. Miller, (June Term, 1878); Merritt v. Dickey.
















































































































































BRONSON v. GREEN. 
All papers made simultaneously, and referring to the same course ot dealings should 
be treated as one contract or document, to be construed by the court and not by the 
jury. Dudgeon v 1/a9qart, 17 Mich. B ., 273; Johnwn v . Moore, 28 Mich. ll., 3. Detroit'" 
Robinson, 87 or 38 Mich. 
PAGE 62. 
FREEMAN v. MICHIGAN STATE BANK. 
See note to page 1. 
PAG11: 64. 
COTE v. DEQUINDRE. 
The right of action on joint claims belongs to the survivor. Martin v. McRl!IJTWlds, 
6 Mid1. R., 12; Tt·l ler 1-. lldlten ./l , !J Jliclt. R., 464 
:-::urvivlng partners havf:' a ri~ht to the t>ntire control and disposition of ftnn assets, 
r f:'al a!J(l personal. l't~'[fer· v. Sft in. r, ~ J!ir lt . R .. r~'3i; Hm-ry v. RrlqqF, 2'~ M ich . R .• 201; 
lo11Tw1 v. Allen, /fan·. l'h. R ., 3il; Bassett t:. Milk1-, (.lune 'l'erm, l81tl); Merritt v. Dick~y. 
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But when securities belong to two persons jointly, the beneficial ownership does not
survive as between husband and wife any more than between strangers. Wait v. Bovee,
35 Mich. R., 425.
PAGE 65.
Insnasorm v. KIRBY.
No very clear rule can be laid down as to multifariousness. Courts will not be
technical to defeat equities where a joinder can do no harm. But where grounds of
action for or against separate parties are difl’erent, so that a part of the cause is en-
tirely disconnected from the rest, the Bill is multifarious. This defense, however, is not
favored unless raised seasonably. Iluntun v. Plutt, 1 Mich. R., '-361; Wales v. Newbould,
9 Mich. R., 45; Real v. Wessell, T Mich. R., 134; T('-1/IO:’ 1). King. 3:! Mic/z. R., 42.
Where parties join as complainants, not as jointly interested, but as severally
injured in the same way by a common grievance, the Bill is bad if either sets up any
ground not common to the rest. A'err v. Lansing, 17’ Mich., 34; Scojield v. Lansing, 17
1&1-i/.11., 437; R''.’)i'n5‘0n1:. Baug/t, 31 Mich., 290; Youngblood v. Sexton, 32 Mich. R., 406; Bris-



















































































































































If the last day for an appeal is Sunday, it must be taken on Saturday, and Monday
will be too late. Drake u. .-in'1I'e1vs, 2 Mich. R., 203.
The time does not begin to run until the decree is actually drawn up and filed for
entry. Sellers 1). Botqford, 9 Mich. R., 490; Newbould v. Stewart, 15 Mich. R., 155.
Where rendered in vacation the time does not begin to run until the party has notice.
Mc0lung v. Mo0lung, June Term 1875; Field 1/. Manchester, June, 1875.
Where no bond is filed, the appeal is lost. But if a bond is filed and is defective, it
may be supplied by a new one. Covelt v. Moscty, 15 Mich. R., 514; Beebe v. Young, 18
Mich. R., 221; McCllntock v. Laing, 19 Mich. R., 300; Torrent v. Muskegon Boom 00.. 21
Mich. R., 159: Cameron 1). Adams, 31 Mich. R., 71.
Appeals will not be dismissed in general for mere errors of practice, not involving
statutory conditions. Garrett v. Litchficld, 10 Mich. R., 451; Warner v. W'httaIler, 5 Mich.
R., 241; Maynard v. Iloslins‘ H Mich. R, 81; Ball v Ball, 18 Michigan R., 380; Shook v.
Proctor, 26 Mich. R., 288; Mc0l0-dy v Bowman, 2? Mich. R., 214: McBride v. Rea, $3 Mich.
R., 347.
Until the amendatory statutes of 1877, no remedy existed for an insufficient bond on
appeal, if regular in form and duly approved. Moore c. Olin. 6 Mich. R., 328.
The Statute of 1877 (L. 1877, p. 7,) does not apply to appeals previously taken. Per-
rin v. Kellogg, 37 Mich. R., 816.
It is never customary to dismiss appeals in chancery for delay in filing the return,
if flied before the motion to dismiss is argued.
PAGE 79.
R001) v. CHAPIN.
Possession does not amount to actual notice of the possessor's rights, although it is
generally equivalent to constructive notice. Ilubbard v. Smith, 2 Mich. R., 207.
Possession retained by grantor after conveyance or mortgage is not constructive
notice of any new rights or claims different from what would be inferred from his con-
veyance. Bloomer v. Henderson, 8 Mich. R., 895; Dawson v. Danbury Bank, 15 Mich. R.,
489; Abbott v. Gregory, (June, 1878.)
And as the object of notice is to put upon inquiry, if such inquiry leads to no result
the party is discharged from responsibility. Converse v. Blumrich, 14 Mich. R., 109.
In general, known and open possession is notice to a purchaser to put him on in-
quiry as to the claim of the possessor. McKee v. Wilcox, 11 Mich. R., 358; Woodward v.
Clark, 15 Mich. R., 104; D. &~. M. R. W. v. Brown, 37 Mich. R.
Occupancy by partnership of property appearing of record as tenancy in common,
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ANN OTA 'l'JONS WALKEWS 
COPYRIGHT 1878. 
PAGE 77. 
WEED v. LYON. 
If the last day for an A.ppeal is Sunday, it must be taken on Saturday, and Monday 
will be too late. Drake v. Anrlrews, 2 Mic!t. R., 203; 
The time does not begin to run until the decree is actually drawn up and filed for 
entry. Sellera v. Bof,!ford, !J 11/idi. R., 4!'0; Newl>ould v. Bte1cart, 15 Mich. R., 15!>. 
"11e1-e rendered In vacation the time does not begin to run until the party has notice. 
McOlung v • .lJ!c (}lung, Jun11 'l'n'n1 187d : l!'ield v. Manch~ter, June, 1875. 
Where no bond ls flied, the appeal is lost. But If a bond ls tiled and is defective, It 
may be supplied by a new one. Covell v. M•mly, 15 Mich. R., 514; Beebe v. Young, 18 
Mich. R., 221; McC/i11tock v. Lai11q, 19 Mich. R., 300; Torrent ti. Muskegon Boom Cb., 21 
Mich. R., l:i9; Ca111ero11 v. Adam«, 81 Mich. R., 71. 
Appeals will not be dismissed in general for mere errors of practice. not Involving 
statutory conditions. Garrett v. Lltcll.fleld, 10 Mich. R., 451 ; Warner v. H'ltitaker, 5 Mich. 
R., 241; llfay11ard v. llo.•Hli.~. 1" Jlich. R, 81; Ball v Ball, 18 Michigan R., 31ll; Shook v. 
Proctor. 26 Mich. R., 283; McCl.mly v Bowman, 27 Mich. R., 214: McBride v . Rea, 88 Mwh. 
R., 347. 
Until the ameudatory statutes of 18i7, no remedy existed for an insufficient bond on 
appeal, if regular in form anti duly approved. Moore v. Oltn, 6 Mich. R., 328. 
The Statute of 1877 (L. 1877, p. 7,) does not apply to appeals previously taken. Per-
rin v. Kellogg, 37 Mic!t. R., 816. 
It is never customary to dismiss appeals in chancery for delay in filing the return, 
If filed before the motion to dismiss Is argued. 
PAGE79. 
Roon v. CHAPIN. 
Possession does not a.mount to actual notice of the possessor's rights, although It Is 
generally equivalent to constructive notice. Hubbard v. Smith, 2 Mich. R., 207. 
Possession retained by grantor after conveyance or mortgage is not constructive 
notice of any new r ights or claims dllferent from what would be inferred from his con· 
veyance. Bloomerv. llendero-011, 8 Mich. R., 395; Dawson v. Danbury Bank, 15 Mich. R., 
489; Abbott v. Gregory, (June, 1878.) 
And as the object of notice is to put upon inquiry, If such inquiry lee.tls to no result 
the party is discharged from responsibility. Converse v. Blumrich, 14 Mich. R., 109. 
In general, known and open possession is notice to e. purchaser to put him on In· 
quiry as to the claim of the possessor. McKu v. Wilcox, 11 Mich. R., 858; WcJdward u. 
Clark, 15 Mich. R., 104; D. &. M. R. IV. v. B1·cnon, 37 M ich. R. 
Occupancy by partnership of property appearing of record e.s tenancy in common, 








In Swan v. Williams, 2 Mich. R., 427, the question was raised concerning the same
corporation, whether it was lawful for the Territorial Legislature to incorporate a com-
pany with power to condemn lands in invilmn. The charter was sustained. It is
worthy of remark that the Michigan Central, Michigan Southern and Erie & Kalamazoo
railroads were all begun under Territorial charters
The abuse of granting preliminary injunctions to interfere with improvements,
which can be made lawful, where the preliminary stay will produce irreparable mis-
chief. cannot be too strongly condemned. See Hathaway 1/. Mitchell, 34 Mich. R., 164.
iw
PAGE 90.
ATTORNEY GENERAL v. OAKLAND Co. BANK.
The place fixed by law as the business residence of a corporation is an essential
part of its corporate character, and no transfer of it can be made without legal permis-
sion, although it may do business by agents elsewhere for many purposes. People v.
Oakland 0'0. BIL, 1 Doug. Mich. R., 282; Underwood 1:. Waldron, 12 Mich. R., 73.
And corporations must usually be sued in their own county, unless process is per-
sonally served elsewhere on their ofilcers. Detroit Fire 1!: Marine Ins. Co. v. Saginaw
Circuit Judge, 23 Mich. R., 492.
The olficers of a foreign corporation do not carry with them their representative
character, so as to make service on them bind the corporation. Watson v. Wayne Cir-

















































































































































MERCER 1'. WILLIAMS. 
In Swan v. Willia111$, 2 Mich. R., 427, the question was raised concerning the same 
corporation, whether it was lawful for the Territorial Legislature to iucorporate a com-
pany with power to condemn lands in invUum. The charter was sustained. It is 
worthy ot remark that the Michigan Central, Michigan Southern and Erie & Kalama.zoo 
railroads were all begun under Tenitorial charters 
The abuse of granting preliminary injunction~ to interrere with improvements, 
which can be made lawful, where the prellmimuy stay will produce irreparable mis-
chief, cannot be too strongly condemned. S" Hathaway v. Mitchell, 34 Mich. R., 164 . 
. ' 
PAOEOO. 
ATTORNEY GENERAL v. OAKLAND Co. BANK. 
The place fixed by law as the business residence of a corporation is an essential 
part of its corporate character, and no transfer of it can be made without legal permis-
sion, nlthough it may do businel!S by agents elsewhere for many purposes. P~11le v. 
Oakland Co. Bk., t ])Qug. Mich. R., 282; Underwood v. Waldron, 12 Mich. R., 78. 
And corporations must usually be sued in their own county, unless process is per-
sonally served elsewhere on their omcers. Detroit Fire ct Marl111 IM. Co. 11. Saginaw 
Oircuit Judg~, 23 Mich. R., 492. 
The omcers of a foreign corporation do not carry with them their representative 
character, so as to make service on them bind the corporation. Watson v. Wayne Cir-
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PAGE99.
BANK or MICHIGAN v. NILES.
PAGE 102
NORRIS v. HURD.
Where there has been no possession or part performance to take a contract out of
the statute of frauds. it cannot be corrected so as to include lands entirely omitted.
Climer v. Hovey, 15 Mich. R., 18. Equity will not enlarge the exceptions to the statute.
'Webster I. Gray, 37 Mich R., 37.
Neither will a mistake of law. as to the legal meaning of an instrument, be cor-
rected without special equities. Martin v. Hamlin, 18 Mich. R., 354; Sanford v. Nyman,
23 Mid;. R., 326; Whi te v. Pl. Iluron cf; Milwaukee R. W., 13 Mich. R., 356.
Whether mistake in a, voluntary deed will be corrected without some new equity
q1irm-e Quirk v. Thomas. 6 Mich. R., 76. But it will be where acted on, and possession
taken according to the true intent. C’-ummings v. Freer, 26 Mich. R., 128.
Lapse of time will not prevent relief, if there has been no acquiescence after discov-
ery of the mistake, and parties have acted on the contract as it was supposed to have
been. F. (E M. Bank v. City of Detroit. 12 Mich R., 445; Salisbury v. Miller, 14 Mich. R.,
160. _
Mistake must be mutual, and clearly shown, with no counter equities in the parties
or third persons. Shepard v. Shepard, 36 Mich. R., 173; Case 1). Peters, 20 Mich. R., 298;
Youdl 1). Allen, 18 Mich. R., 107; Ludington v. Ford, 33 Mich. R., 123; Dart v. Barbour, 32


















































































































































BANK OF MIOHIGAN v. NILES-
PAOll: 102. 
NORRIS v. HURD. 
Where there has been no possession or part performance to take a contract out of 
the stntute of frauds. it cannot be corrected so as to include land!! entirely omitted. 
(,/i111n· v. Hervey, 15 Mich. R., 18. Equity will not enlarge the exceptions to the statute. 
W~/Jst1-r 1. Gray, 37 Mich R., 37. 
Neither will a mistake of law, as to the legal meaning of an instrument, be cor-
rect1·d without special equities. Martin v. Hamlin, 18 Mich. R ., 3.'H; Sanford v. Nyman, 
2;] Mid. R., 321i; W!tii<' v. Pt. Iluron & Milwaukee R. W., ta Mich. R., 350. 
Whether mistake in a volunt.ary deed will be corrected without some new equity 
qur1n« Quirk v. 'l'ltomw, Ii Jficll. R., 7fi. But it will be where acted on, and possession 
taken according to the true intent. Oummings v. Freer, 26 Mich. R., 128. 
Lapse of time will not prevent relief, if there has been no acquiescence after discov· 
n·y of the mistake, and parties have acted on the contract as it was supposed to have 
been. F. & ~I. Bank v. City of Detroit, 12 Mich R., 445; SaJlslntriJ v. Miller, 14 Mich. R., 
160. 
l\1h1take must be mutual, and clearly shown, with no counter equities in the parties 
or third persons. Shepard v. Shepard, 36 Mich. R., 173; (Jase v. Pet,ers, 20 Mich. R., 298; 
Yo11.1-ll v. Allen. 18 Mich. R., 107; Ludington v. Ford, 33 Mich. R., 123; Dart v. Barbour, 32 










WHITE v. FORE us.
A party will be left to his remedy at law, unless where the case is clear and the
m wmity urgent for an injunction, Gilbert v. Showerma''. 23 Mich. R., 448; (Jhri-\‘-t v.
1\''(~u're1, 25 Mich. R., 364.
But equity has complete power over the subject to proc add without a legal lriztl, if
justice requires. No:'r'iR v. Hill, 1 Mich. R., 202; Trral 1'. liatw, 27 Mich. R., 390; Ru‘'im
















































































































































GREEN v. STONE. 
p .&.GB: 110. 
COMSTOCK v. STEW A.RT. 
PAGE ma. 
WHITE ti •. FORBE8. 
A party will be left to his remedy at law, unless where the case is clear and the 
n«:es.-;ity urgent for an injunction. (;itbert "· .Sfwu•er11ta11 .. :&3 Mich. R., 448; l'll.ri•t v. 
11"11.<d·er, 2.> .lfich. R., :~'>4. 
But equity has complete power over the subject to proc ~ea without a legal trial, if 
justice requires. cVorri.R v. llill, l Mich. R., 202; T1·ral !". /Ju.le-', Zl Mich. R., 390; Ru'1ii.-
so11 v. Baugh, 81 Mich. R., 290; Middleton v. F'/,at, River lJwmin.g Co., 27 Mich. R., ~. 
13 






This case has been adhered to, and the doctrine of it in regard to what will make a
person a bonaflale purchaser is elementary. Stone v. Welling, 14 Mich. R., 514; Dixon v.
Hill, 5 Mich. R., 404; Warner v. Whitaker, 6 Mich. R., 133; Blanchard v. Tyler, 12 Mich.
R., 339; Palmer v. Williams, 24 Mich. R.. 828; Bowheimer 1). Gunn, 24 Mich. R , 372.
An attachment creditor is not entitled to the benefits of a bona fide purchaser until




This case was afllrmed on appeal. 1 Doug. R., 546. The same treaty was construed














































































































































· ANNO'l'A'l'IONS WALKER'S 
COPYRIGHT 11878. 
P.A.GB1U. 
JONES ti. SMITH. 
PAGE 117. 
THOMAS v. STONE. 
This case has been adhered to, and the doctrine of it in regard to what will make a 
person a bona fide purchaser is elementary. Sf.one v. Welling, 14 Mich. R., 514; Dixon v. 
Jflll, 5 Mich. R., 404; Warner v. Whitaker, 6 Mich. R., 138; Blanchard v. Tyler, 12 Mkh. 
R., 339; Palmer v. Williama, 24 Mich. R., 828; Boa;heimtr v. Gunn, 24 Mich. R, 872. 
An attachment creditor is not entitled to the benefits of a bona jlde purchaser until 
sale and purchase of the property. Columbta Bank v. Jacobs, 10 Mtch. R., 849; Fren.ch v. 
Stone, April, 1878. 
.·. ,. 
PAGE 120. 
STOCKTON v. WILLIAMS. 
This case was affirmed on appeal 1 Doug. R,, M6. The same treaty was construed 





For other cases recognizing the operation of U. S. laws and treaties as grants, see
Minnesota Minin:r] 00.v. Nulional Mining C0.. 11.’|Iich. R., 186, and Ballou v. ()’Bm'en,
20 Mich. R., 304. referring to the grant of school lands; Johnson v. Ballou, 28 Mich. R.,
379, as to railroad lands; Busch 1/. Donahue, 31 Mich. R., 481, as to swamp lands.
A bill to quiet title will not lie against one in possession, or on a vacant possession,
except upon some equity that could not be enforced at law. Moran 1/. Palmer, 13 Mich.
R., 367; Blackwood 1/. Van Vliel, 11 Mich. R., 252; Tabor 1/. Cook, 15 Mich. R., 322; Bar-
ron 1'. Robl-ins, 22 Mich. R., 35; Jen/tins v. Bacon, 30 Mich. R., 154.
But aliter when the complainant rests on equities. Salisbury 1/. Miller, 14 Mich. R.,
160; King :'. Harrington-, 14 Mich. R., 532; Ormsby 1/. Barr, 22 Mich. R., 80; Willets 1/.
Mandelbaum, 28 Mich. R., 521: Jones 1/. Smiih,22 Mich. R., 360.
It is enough to make out a presumptively good title if not rebutted. Hall 1/. Kellogg,
16 Mich. R., 135; Rayner 1/. Lee, 20 Mich. R.. 384; Ilanscom 1'. Ilinman, 30 Mich. R., 419.
Possession of part in the right of the entire estate is enough if no adverse holding.
Fitzhugh :'. Barnard, 12 Mich. R., 104.
Defendants cannot be joined unless on similar titles involving the same questions.
Hunfon 1'. Plall, 11 Mich. R., 264; Woods '0. Monroe, 17 .Mich. R., 238.
The occupation of a small part by d(-Fenclants will not prevent a bill to cover an
entire estate. Eaton o. Tmwbridge, (April. lb-7'8.)
An administrator cannot file such a bill without bringing in the heirs. Jenkins 1/.
Bacon, 30 Mich. R., 154.
Declarations and conduct post litem motam, cannot be used in favor of the deciarant,
Grand Rapids <2: Indiana R. R. v. Huntley, (April, 1878.)
PAGE 143.
WHARTON o. FITCH.















































































































































COPYRIG BT 1878. 
For other cases recognizing the operation of U. S. laws and treaties as grants, see 
Minnesota ,Wining Co. v. Nationrrl Mining Co .• 11 .1ficfl. R., 186, ancl Ballou v. O'Brien, 
20 Miclt. R., 304, referring to the grant of school lands; .Johnson v. Ballou, 28 Mich. R., 
879, as to railroad lands; Bu.<ch v. Donohue, 31 Mich. R ., 4Sl, as to swamp lands. 
A bill to quiet title will not lie against one in possession, or on a vacant possession. 
except upon some equity that could not be enforced at law. Moran v. Palmt r, 13 Mich. 
R., 367; Blackwood v. V<in Vliet, 11 Mich. R , 2:>2; Tabor v Cook, 15 Miclt. R., 322; Bar-
ron''· RobUns, 22 Mfrh. R ., 35; Jenkins v. Bae<m, 30 Mich. R., 154. 
But aliter when the complainant rests on equities. Salisbuiy v. Miller, 14 Mich. R., 
160; King 11. Hal'rinqton, 14 Mich. R., 532; Ormsby v . Bcll'r, 22 Mich. R., 80; Willets v . 
Mandelbaum, 28 Mich. R., 521; Jones v. Smith,Z.l Mich. R., 3GlJ, 
It is enough to make out a presumptively good title if not rebutted. llall v. Kellogg, 
16 Mich. R., 135; Rayner v. Lee, 20 Mich. R.. 384; Hanscom''· llinman, 30 Miclt. R., 41!l. 
Possession of part in the right of the entire estate is enough if no adverse holding. 
Fitzhugh''· Barnard, 12 Mich. R., 104. 
Defendants cannot be joined unless on similar titles involving the same questions, 
Him/011 , ,, Platt, 11 Mich. R., 264; Woo<.ls v. llton.roe, 17 Mich. R., 2.'38. 
The occupation of a srnn:l part hy d1·fondants will not prevent a bill to cover an 
entire estate. Eaton v. Tl'()Wbridge, (April, 1;,;~·s . ) 
An administrator cannot ftle such a bill without bringing in the heirs. Jenkins v. 
Bacon, :30 Mich. R., 154. 
D;iclaratlons and conduct post litem nwtam, cannot be used in favor of the deciarani;, 
<hand Rapids & Indiana R, B. v. Huntley, (April, 1878.) 
PAGE 148. 
WHARTON v. FITCH. 
Bee note to page 1. 
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' HART v. LINSDAY.
Such writs cannot issue without notice. Benhard 1/. Darrow, Walk. Ch. R., 519.
Nor where rights are set up not covered by the decree. Ramsdell 1/. Mawwell, 32
Mich. R., 285.
Appeal lies from order granting the writ. Baker 1/. 1 ie:‘sOIl, 5 Mich. R., 456.
Where decree is made in the Supreme Court allowing a writ of assistance, it should
be sent to the Circuit for issue. Ryerson 1). Eldn (1, 18 Mich. R., 195.
And where title is decreed‘ in equity possession will be given without compelling





An agent’s act may be ratified, without writing. by conduct and declarations.
I1amnwn(l v. Hannin, 21 Mich. R., 374; Hanchett v. McQueen, 32 lllich. R., 22.
But if not ratified in writing, it can only be by such conduct as creates an estoppel.
Paimer v- Williams, 24 Mich. R.,
When husband contracted without his wife to sell lands which includeda home-
stead, specific performance was refused as to the remairdcr as well as the homestead,
because of the rlifficulty of calculating compensation for the homestead and inchoate

















































































































































HART v. LINSDAY. 
Such writs cannot issue without notice. BeT1hard v. Darrow, Walk. Oh. R., 519. 
Nor where rights are set up not covered by the decree. Ramsdell v. Maxwell, 32 
Mich. R., 285. 
Appeal lies from order granting the writ. Baker v. 1 ifl'SOtt, 5 Milh. R., 456. 
Where decree is made in the Supreme Court allowing a writ of assistance, it should 
be sent to the Cirr.uit for issue. Ryerson v. Elr.irtd, 18 Mich . R., 195. 
And where title is decreed. in equity possession will be given without compelling 
ejectment. Whipple v. Farrar, 3 Mich. R., 436. 
PAGE 145, 
DORR, PETITIONER, ETO. 
PAGE 14!1. 
CHAMBERLIN v. DAR.RA.OH. 
Au a11:ent's act may be ratified, without writing. by conduct and declarations. 
Ilamnttmd v. llannin. 21 Mich. R., 374 ; Hcmchett v. McQueen, 32 Mich. R., 22. 
But it not ratified in writing. it can only be by such conduct as cre11tes an estoppel. 
l'a/,mer v. Williams, 24 Mich. R., 828. 
When husband contracted without his wife to sell lands which included a home-
stead, specific performance was refused as to the remairjcr as well as the homestead, 
heeause of tht> r\ifficult~· ,,f cakulating compensation for the homestead and inchoate 





SAwYEB at al. v. STUDLEY at al.
PAGE 155.
LAPLAISANCE BAY HARBOR O0. 11. CITY or MONROE.
The beds of streams in Michigan belong to the riparian owners, and this case is
overruled. Imvnan 1/. Benson, 8 Mich. R., 18; AttorneylGcnera.l l/. Euart Booming C0.,
84 1VIich. R., 462; Clay 1/. 1’em|/oyer Gredc Impro1/enwnt C0., 34 Mich. R., 214; Fox 1/. Hal-
comb. 34 Mich. R., 298; Rice 1/. Rmldirnan, 10 Mich. R., 125; Ryan 1/. Brown, 18 Mich R.,
196; Clark 1/. Campau, 19 Mich. R., ".25; Watson 7'. Peters, 26 Mich. R., 508; Bay City
Gas Light 00. -u. Industrial Works, 28 Mich. R., 182; Horn 1/. People, 26 Mich. R., 221.
Beecher 0. People, (Jan., 1878.)
PAGE 170.
SCHWARZ v. SEARS.
The possessory light of mortgagee is confined to mortgages made prior to the stat-
ute of 1843. See notes to Stevens l’. Brown and Brown v. Case, p. 41-43.
A decree to redeem against an invalid statutory foreclosure should be granted on
the basis of the mortgage as if unforeclosed, and interest should not be cast on the pur-
chase price on foreclosure as a new principal. Grover v. 1710x, 36 Mich. R., 461; Fosdick

















































































































































A cross bill is not necessary where no affirmative relief is sought, nor to settle pri-
orities among defendants. Dye 1'. Mann. 10 Mich. R., 291; Caruthers :/. Hall, 10 Mich.
R., 40. But it is necessary for aflirmative relief. Vary v. Shea, 36 fliich. R., 388.
A billto avoid a mortgage which is in process of statutory foreclosure, must be,
treated--if the mortgage is held valid—as a bill to redeem, on the principle that he who
seeks equity must do equity. Goodenow 1/. Curtis, 33 Mich. R., 505. But, overruling
Schwarz 1/. Sears, the proper practice on failure to redeem is a sale, and no cross-bill
is necessary. Id; also, Grover v. Fox, and Fosdick 1/. Van Husan.
A bill is an original and not a cross-bill if it introduces new matter, alien to the con-




The heir and not the executor of a purchaser of land should sue for specific per-
formance. House 1/. Dexter, 9 Mick. R., 246. And an administrator can only sell it as
realty. Baxter 1). Robinson, 11 Mich. R., 520. And see Hunt :-‘. Thorn, 2 Mich. R., 213.
Conveyance recorded of whatever interest remains unconceyed, will not defeat an
unrecorded deed made prior thereto. Eaton v. Trowbridge, April, 187 .
The recording laws cannot be extended so as to include cases not within their terms,
ortogive constructive notice of what does not appear from the record. Barrows v.
Baaghman, 9 Mich. R., 213; Bassett v. Hathaway, 9 Mich. R., 28; Barnard 1/. Campau, 29
Mich. R., 162; Millar v. Babcoclc, 25 Mich. R., 137; Buell v. Irwin, 24 Mich. R., 145.
A recorded plat, which shows the acknowledgment of a married woman, who was
owner of the land, to have been taken several months subsequent to the record is of no
legal validity as to her interest. Burton v. Marie, June Term, 1878.
Record in one county of deed covering lands in two, is evidence everywhere, though
not constructive notice except as to lands in the record county. Wilt v. Cutler, Jan;/.,
1878.
A record of a paper not properly executed or certified is no notice. Grand Rapids
v. Hastings, 36 Mich. R., 122; Duttcn v. Ices, 5 Mich. R., 515; Galpin Abbott, 6 Mich R.,
17; I1‘. & M. 1'-':1nk v. Bronson, 14 Mich. R., 361; Pope v. Cutler, 34 fl[ich., 150. Except as
affected by curative statute. Brown v. McCormick, 28 Mich. R., 215; Ilealey r. llorlh,
35 Jlic/t. 18., 166; Brooks v. Fairchild, 36 Mich. R., 231.
And so of a memorandum made by the register as a statement of facts. 1''. d.: M.
bk. '‘. B1-om-on.
-5-cord of attachment is not notice. Columbia Bk. 1). Jacobs, 10 Mich R., 349; French
1). btOIMJ, April, 1578.
But lost deeds may be proved by connecting them with the registry. even though




















































































































































The doctrine here laid down as to the order of proceeding on securities is too
broadly stated. Davis 1). Rider, 5 Mich. R., 423; Detroit Savings Bank v. Truesdail,
(April, 1878.)
One holding several securities may foreclose either at his option. McKimwy v.
111171cr-, 19 Mich., 142.
And further, as to marshalling. Ireland 1). Woolman, 15 M., 253; Sflfley 1). Baker, 23
111., 31z; Sager r. Tupper, 35 .l!., 134; Slater 1). Breeze, 36 AL, 77.
For general doctrine, as applied to mortgages, see Mason v. Payne, Walk. Oh. R.,
459, and notes.
PAGE 188.
DE ARMAND v. PHILLIPS.
The rule is established by many cases that there must be active diligence in com-
piaining of fraud and rescinding transactions, but each case must depend on its own
circumstances as to time. Any positive acquiescence and action under a contract will
estopa party from avoiding it. But short of this it depends on the surroundings of
each case. Diabrow v. Jones, Harr. Oh. R., 102: Mai/an v. Barton, Harr. Ch. R., 279;
Street 0. Dow, Harr. Oh. R., 427; Seeley 1). Price, 14 Mich. R., 541; Campau v. Van Dyke,
16 Mich. R., 371; Wilbur v. Flood, 16 Mich. R., 40; Martin v. Ash. 20 Mich. R., 166; Briggs
v. Wltheg, 24 Mich. R., 136; Russell '’. Miller, 26 Mich. 1?.,1; Craig 1'. Bradleyt, 26 Mich. R.,
353; Case -). Case, 26 Mich. R., 484; B0/cc v. Danz, 29 Mich. R., 146; Dunks c. Fuller, 32
Mich. R., 342; Miller 1). Thompson, 34 Mich R., 10; Loomis v. Bmh, 36 Mich. R., 40.
Delays due to family or confidential relations, or to continuing influences, are
allowed as somewhat exceptional. Seeley v. Price; Schwarz v. Wendell, Walk. Ch. R.,
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PAGE W0.
THAYER v. LANE.
For a report of this case at an earlier stage see Harrington’s Ch. R., 247.
A Michigan administrator cannot act in relation to lands in another State so as to
be responsible as such. Sheldon 1). Rice, 30 Mich. R., 296.
The statutes of 1846 allowed an administrator to take possession of lands during
administration. C. L. 1857, § 2904. This was absolutely repealed in 1871. C. L. 1871,
§4407. In 1873 a qualified power could be obtained from the court of Probate. L. 1873,
p. 197. This was repealed in 1875. L. 1825, p. In 1877 authority was given to sue
for prevention of waste. L. 1877, p. 126.
The authority to possess, under the laws of 1846, left the rights of heirs and others
untouched unless the administrator took possession. Slreeter v. Paton, 7 Mich. R., 341;
JHGr-I'in v. Schilling, 12 Mich R., 356. It did not prevent partition among heirs. Campau
v. Campau, 19 Mich. R., 116. Nor was his right capable of sale. Kline 1). Moulton, 11
Mich. R., 370.
The administrator could not properly interfere with heirs when unnecessary. Hol-
brook r. Campau, 22 Mich. 17., 288.
He could not sue to recover damages for waste. Howard 0. Patrick, (June, 1878.)
The repealing law of 1871 was valid and operated at once. Campau v. Campau, 25
Mich. R., 127.
An infant should have no decree against him until the case is made out fully by
proofs. Chandler v. McKinney, 6 Mich. R., 217; Smith v. Smith, 13 Mich. R., W8; Badlan-
tine v. Clark, (Jan., 1878.)
When lands in fact belong to a firm, the title enures to the benefit of the partner-
ship, and the surviving partner is entitled to possess and deal with it. Connor v. Allen,
Harr. Ch. R., 371; Moran v. Palmer, 13 Mich. R., 13; Barry v. Briggs, 22 Mich. R., 201;
Merritt v. Dickey. ('an., 1878).
A sale by the administrator of a deceased tenant in common of such lands to a
surviving partner is regarded as only a step towards vesting in him the title equitably
belonging to him, and the administrator is not bound to account to the estate for the
value--which belonged to the survivor, and which he was not bound to pay over to the
estate after receipting for it to the survivor without collecting it from him. Merrill 1).
Dickey.
Partition cases against non-residents must comply fully with statute. Plait v.
Stewart, 10 Mich. R., 260.
A partition cannot be had of lands held adversely by a party alleged to hold as
tenant in common. Hcrningway v. Griswold, 22 Mich. R., 77; HQZ7“1nan v. Beard, Id. 59.
Nor in violation of an agreement. Avery v. Payne, 12 Mich R., 640.













































































































































ANNOTATIO~S "' .\.LKEH'8 
COPYRlGllT 1878. 
\ 
THAYER v. LANE. 
For a report of thi!I case at an earlier stage see Ha1rington's C'h. R., 947. 
A Michigan administrator cannot act in relation to lands in another State so as to 
be responsible as sucb. Sheldon v. Bice, 30 Mich. B., 200. 
The statutes of 1846 allowed an administrator to take possession of lands during 
administration. 0. L. 1857, § 2904. This was absolutely repealed in 1871. O. L. Hl71, 
§ 4407. In 1873 a qualified power could be obtained from the court of Probate. L. 1878, 
p. 197. This was repealed ia is;:>. L. 18i5, p. 232. In 1877 authority was given to sue 
for prevention of waste. L . 1877, p . 126. 
The authority to possess, under the laws of 1846, left the rights of heirs and others 
untouched unless the administrator took possession. Streeter v. Paton, 7 Mich. B., 341; 
.Yarri11 v. Sc/tilling, 12 Mich R., 356. It did not prevent partition among heirs. Campau 
v. Campau, 19 Mich . .R., 116. Nor was his right capable of sale. Kltne v. M<Jtdron, 11 
Mich. R., 370. 
The administrator could not prope1·ly interfere with heirs when unnecessary. Hol-
brook t'. Campau, 22 Jlich. H., 288. 
He could not sue to recover damages for waste. Howard v. Patrick, (Jum, 1878.) 
The repealing law of 1871 was valid and operated at once. Campau v. Campau, 26 
Mich. R., 127. 
An infant should have no decree against him until the case is made out fully by 
proofs. Chandler ·o. 11fcKinney, 6 Jfich. R., 217; Smith v. Smith, 13 .llich. R., 278; Ballan-
tine v. Clark, (Jan., 1P78.) 
When lands in fact belong to a firm, the title enures to the benefit of the partner-
ship, and the surviving partner is entitled to possess and deal with it. Connor v. Allen, 
Harr. Ch. R., 371; Moran v. Palmer, 13 Mich. R., 13; BarnJ v. Briggs, 22 Mick. R., 201; 
Merritt v. Dickey. ( 1an., 1818). 
A sale by the administrator of a. deceased tenant in common of such lands to a 
surviving partner is regarded as only a step towards vesting iu him the title equitably 
belonging to him, and the administ1·ator is not bound to account to the estate for the 
value-which belonged to the survivor, and which he was not bound to pay over to the 
estate after receipting for it to the survivor without collecting it from him. Men'itt v. 
D ickey. 
Partition cases against non-residents must comply fully with statute. P:att v. 
Stewart, 10 Mich. R., 260. 
A partition cannot be had of lands held adversely by a party alleged to hold as 
tenant in common. Hemingway v. Griswold, 22 Mich. R., 71; Hoffman v. Beanl, ld.1\9. 
Nor in violation of an agreement. Avery v. Payne, 12 Jl.Iich R., 640. 




But it is an incident to a bill to establish dower. Brown '). Bronson, 35 Mich. R., 415.
No account taken of improvements when not ascertainable whether properly charge-
able. Campbe’l v. Campbell, 21 Mich. R., 428.
Parties asking no partition infer sese need not set forth their respective claims very
minutely. Page 1). Webster, 8 Mich. R.,
A decree which fixes rights and orders partition is a final decree, and appealable.
Damouth 1). K lock, 28 Mich , 163; Shepard v. Rice, (April, 1878).
A tenant in common, after partition, is a “purchaser.” Oampau v. Barnard, 25
Mich. 1(., 81.
All parties interested, whether by completed title or dower inchoate, should be
parties. Taylor v. King, 32 Mich. R., 42; Greiner v. K Iein. 25 Mich. R., 12. And when
not made parties, purchaser; under partition have no claim to interfere with them.
Walsh 1). Varney, (Jan., 187 8); De ‘fill v. Port !.'uron !)~7 Dock 05., 30 Mich. R., 38.
Where estate consists of several lots, each may be regarded as a separate holding.
Butler 1‘. Boys, 25 Mich. R., 53.
Recovery must be had upon the case as contained in the allegations. Manning 1).
Drake, 1 Mich. R., 34; Mid(/leswor/h v. Ni.ron, 2 Mich. R., 425; Shoemaker v. Gardiner, 19
Mi' h. R., 9 -; Jerome 1). Hopkins, 2 Mic-Ii. R., 96,- C'ic0i(e v. Gagnier. 2 Mich. R., 381; War-
ner c. Whitaker, 6Mich. R., 133; Bloomer v. llmde 0071, 8 Mich. R., 395; Barrows v. Bough-
man, 9 Mich. R., 213; Wurchere" r. Hewitt, 10 Mich. R., 453; Peckham v. Buzfam, 11 hich.
R., 52’J; Dunn v. Dunn. 11 Mch. R., 284; Perkins v. Perkins, 12 Mich. R., 456; Moran v.
1 almer, 13 Mich. R., 367; 1 omxrse v. Blumrich, 14 Mich. R., 109; Hubbard v. Wmscr, 15
Mich, 146; Payne v. Avery, 21 Mich. 524; Fosdick v. Van Husan, 21 Mich-., 567; Le Barron
'e. bhepherd, 21 .lIich., 263; Shoemaker v. Shoemake-r, 21 Mich., 222; Harwood v. Underwood,
28 Mich., 427; Craig v. Bradley, 26 Mich., 353; Curtis v. Goodenow, 24 Mich., 18; Ford v.
Loomis, 33 Mich., 121; Rudd v. Rudd, 33 Mich, 101: Smith v. Rumsey, 83 Mich., 183;


















































































































































But it is an incident to a bill to establish dower. Brown v. BrOTl8on, 35 Miclt. R ., 415. 
No account taken of improvements when not ascertainable whether properly charge-
able. Ca•11pbe1l v. Campbell, 21 Mich. R., 428. 
Parties asking no partition inhr aese need not set forth their respective claima very 
minutely. Page v. W•'1sur, 8 Mich. R., 263. 
A decree which fixes ri~hts and orders partition is a final decree, and appealable. 
Da1r.out11 v. Klock, 28 Mich, 163; Shepard v. R ice, (April, 1878). 
A tenant in common, after partition, is a "purchaser." Campau v. Barnard, 25 
H'ich. Ji., 81. 
All parties interested, whether by completed title or dower inchoate, should be 
parties. Taylor v. King, 82 Mich. R., 42; (freiner v. Klein, 2tl Mich. R., 12. And when 
not made parties, purchaser . .; under partition have no claim to interfere with them. 
Walalt v. Varney, (.Jan., 1818); De 1f'l! v. Por! !.'ur:xi IJ:·y Dock O>., 30.Mich. R ., 88. 
Whure estate consists of several lots, each may be regarded as a separate holding. 
Butle1· r. Rr.ys, 2.5 cllich. R., 53. 
Recovery must be had upon the cafie as containe•i in the allegations. Manning v. 
Drake, I M'wh. R., 34; Midulesworth v. Nixon, 2 Mich. R., 425; Sl;oemake1· v. Gardiner, 19 
}.Ju h. R., 9 .. ; Jerome v. Hopki.na, 2 llikh. r. .. £6; C:wt:e i>. Gagnifr, 2 Mich. R., 381; Kar-
ner v. Whitaker, 6Miclt. R., 133; Bloomer v. Iftnde ion, fl Mich. R., 395; Barrows v. Buugh-
man, !I Mich. R, 213; Wurcliere" v. Hewitt, 10 Mich. R., 45:3; Peckham v. Bl{ffam, 11 !t.ich. 
R ., 52!1; Dun11 v. Dunn. 11 M ch. R., 284; Perkin6 v. Perkins, 12 Mich. R ., 456; Mor" n v. 
J alme:r, 13 Mich. Il., 367; ' onvtrse v. Blu11.r :ch, 14 Mich. R., 100; Hubbard v. WtnBGr, 15 
Jfic!t., 146; Payne v. Avery, 21 Mich. 524; Fosdick v. Van HWJan, 21 Mich., 567; Le Barron 
v. bhepherd, 21 .lfich., 263; Shoemaker v. Slwemake'r, 21 Jlich., 2~2 ; Harwood v. Underwood, 
28 .Hich., 427; Craig v. Bradley, 26 Mich., 353; Curtis v. Goodenow, 24 .'lfich., 18; Ford v. 
Loomis, 33 Mich., 121; Rudd v. Rudd, 83 Mich., 101: Smith v • .RumM71, 83 .Mi.ch., 188; 
Green v. Green, 26 Mich., 487; Bennett v. Bennett, 24 Mich., 482. 
• ... 
PAGE 206. 





HAMMOND .v. MICHIGAN STATE BANK.
See note to Michigan State Bank v. Hastinge.
As to multifarlousness, no‘ e to Inger-soll '). Kirby.
An agent cannot bind his principal beyond is authority, and his own declarations
on the subject cannot ustify others in dealing with him. Gromr & Baker Sewing Ma-
chine 00. v. Polhemus, 34 Mich.. 247; Reynolds v. Continental In.-ilr-mce C0., L6 Mich. 131;
Bowen v. School Dar rict, 36 Jnich. R., 140; Tn/do v. Anderson, 10 M.ch. R., 857; Korm-
mann v. Monaghan, 24 Mch., .6; C02 ). Nash, 28 Mieh., 259.
PAGE 248.
REEVES v. SOULLY.
See note to Russell v. Waite.
PAGE 249.
Jmox v CLARK.
An equitable estoppel arises from acts knowingly done, whereby another has been
indnced to do what will prejudice him if not protected. Payne v. Paddock, Walk. Oh.
R.. 487; Truesdailv. Ward, 2 Mich., 117: .MeWer 1’. B~‘r'ey, 21 Mich., ‘ 85; Manley v. Saun-
Here, 27 Mich., 347; ‘oyce v. Williams. 26 Mich., 3%; Fazcton. v. Fazon, 28 Mich, 159; At-
ior-ney (,‘enei-al '). Detroit, 26 Mich, 263; Powell 1). Smith, 30 Mich., 451; Mots v. Detroit, 18
Mich, 495; Wil'er v. Goodrich, 84 Mwh., 84; Sebrigh.t 1). Moore, 88 Mtch., 92; Fbrd v.
Loom-'s, .l['ch , 121; P.'yment ll. Newhall, June, 1878; Smith 1:. Hamilton, 20 Mich, 433;

















































































































































HA~DfOND l1. l\IJCHIGAN STATE BANK. 
fee note to Michigan StaJ.e Bank v. Hasting«. 
As to multifarlousne8"1, no'e to lnger.<oll v. Kirby. 
An agent cannot bind his principal beyond is authority, and his own dPrlarations 
on the subject cannot ustify other~ In dealing with h im . Grovff &: Baker Seu·tnr1 Ma-
chine Oo. ti. Polhemus, 34 Mich .. 247; R.-y1.old~ v . Oontinental I Mur:m ce (Jo., :.6 .~itch. 131; 
Bowen v, &hoo/. Dis Tiet, 36 .i.ich. R ., 140; 11'1u:w v. Anderaon, 10 M.ch. R., 807; Kor118-
mann v. MOllQ{/luJn, 24 J&A.., .6; (JQ~ II. Nash, 28 Mich., 259. 
REEVES v. SouLLY. 
See note to Rtu1el1 v. Walt.. 
PAOB 249. 
JACOX v CLARK. 
An equitable estoppel arises from act.s knowingly done, whereby another ha.<! been 
i.~ducecl to do what will prejudice him if not protected. Payne v. Paddock, Walk. Oh. 
R .. 487; Trueadailv. Ward, 2 Mirh ., 117: Me'Pffr ii. B 'r ' P?J, 21Mich., · 85; Manleyv. Saur>· 
tl•rP, er, Mi(h., 347; ·(llJU v. Williama. 26 Mfch., 382; Fa:r:um v. Fmenn, 28 Mich, 1!111: At-
t<Jr,,,~y c;e11er11l v. Jktroit, 26 Mic.',. , 263; PrnoeU v. Smith, 30 .Yich.., ~1; Mou 11. Detroit, l!I 
Jlfrh, 495; Wil' er v. Goodrich, 34 M ich., 84; &bright v. Moore, 8S Mich., 92; Jibrd v. 
Loom's, 3'! .lf"ch, 121; P,1y1ru.nt 1•. Newhall, June, 1878; Smith v. Hwn.ill&n, al Mich., 48:~; 







Payment of a filst mortgage by a second mortgagee makes him, in equity, assignee
of the prior securities and entitled to all remedies. .'!!atli.s'0n 1). Marks, 31 Mich. R., 421.
An abatement being applicable to a whole ino:'1g?.-';e debt secured by two negotiable
notes assigned when one was due and one was not due, payment of the whole of the last
note to a bonajlde purchaser without notice, will leave the former note subject to the
whole abatement on foreclosure Hull v. Swarthout. 29 Mich. R., 249.
The assignment of the debt carries the mortgage with it. Martin v. Mclteynolds, 6
Mich. R., 70; Daugherty 7‘. Randall, 8 Mich. R., 581; Briggs v. Hannawold, 35 Mich. R.,
474. But such an assignment would not authorize any foreclosure except in equity, as
thestatute requires an assignment of the mortgage to be recorded. C. L. 56913. Any
assignee may sue in equity. Fisher v. Meister, 24 Mich R., 47. But an assignee of a
note not endorsed cannot sue at law. Peace 1). Warren, 29 .l.'ich., 9.
An assignment of the mortgage alone without the debt amounts to nothing in
equity. Bailey -:. Gould, Walk. Ch. R., 473.
And a discharge by one who does not own the debt is invalid as against a holder.
Spear v. II-dden, 31 Mich. It.. 265.
But any instrument intended as such, may operate as an assignment, and a quit
claim deed may have that etfect. Niles u. I an-ford, 1 Mich. R., 338. And so will the
purchase at an irregular foreclosure. Gilbert v. Cooley, Walk. Ch. R., 494; Hofman u.
Ifarringtor, 8'1 Mich. R., 392; Richard; v. Morton, 18 Mich. R., 255.
The several instalments may be regarded as separate contemporaneous mortgages
on an equal footing. Brown v Thompson, 29 Mich. R., 72; McC'-:-dy v. Clark, 27 Mich.
R., 445,- English v. Carney, 25 Mich. R., 178. Such mortgages are payable ratably. Van
Aken v. Gleason, 34 Mich. R., 477; Wilson) v. Allen. 36 Mich. R., 160.
A full assignment of a moltgage with the usual powers and covenants transfels all
collateral rights. Byles v. Laiormce, 35 Mich. R., 458.

















































































































































CooPRR v. ULM ANN. 
Payment ot a first mortgage by a second mortgagee makes him, fn equity, as..~gnee 
of the prior Hecurities and entitled to all remedies. ,l'atlisrm v. 1Jla1·ks, 31 Mich. R., 421. 
An abatement being applicali:e tu a whole mo:·t;;~:;e debt secured by two negotiable 
notes assigned when one was due and one was not due, payment of the whole of the wt 
note to a bona.fide purchaser without notice, will leave the former note subject to the 
whole abatement on foreclosure lfuU v. Swarthout. 29 Mich. R., 249. 
The assignment of the debt carries the mortgage with it. Martin v. JfcReynoldB, 6 
Mich. R ., 70; Dougherty i·. R'Jndall, 3 Mich. R., 581 ; Briggs ti. Han11awold, 35 Mich. R ., 
474. But such an assignment would not authorize any foreclosure except In equity, as 
thestatute requires an assignment of the mortgage to be recorded. 0. L. § 6913. Any 
assignee may sue in equity. Fisher v. Mei>ter, 24 Miclt R., 47. But an assignee of a 
note not endorsed cannot sue at law. Pea.ie v. Wan-en, 29 .1.ich., 9. 
An assignment of the mortgage alone without the debt amounts to nothing In 
equity. Bailey v. Gould, Walk. Oh. R., 47S. 
And a discharge by one who does not own the debt is invalid as agaiJll!t a holder. 
Spear v. II . dden, 31 MWh. R •• 265. 
But any instrument intended as such, may operate as an assignment, and a quit 
claim deed may have that effect. Ni~• v. I an'.ford, 1 Mich. R., 83S. And so will the 
purchase at an irregular foreclosure. Gilbert v. Coo.'ey, Walk. (:h. R ., 494; Hojfman 11. 
J:arringtor. , Si Mich. R., 89.2; Ri~harthv. Morton, 18 Mich. R., 2M. 
The several instalments may be regarded as separate contemporaneous mortgages 
on an equal footing. Brown 11 Thompson, 29 M ieh. R., i2; Mcc ,,r dy v. Clark, 27 J!ich. 
R ., 445: English v. 0 ·1rw 11, !l5 Mich. R., 178. Such mortgages are payable ratably. Van 
A.ten v. GUa8on, 84 Mich. R ., 4'1'f; Wilcox v. Alim . 36 Mich. R., tf.O. 
A full assignment of a mortgage with the usual powers and covenants transfers all 
collateral rights. Ryle8 v. LmorPT1u, 85 Mich. B ., 41'J8. 
See further note to llruatll v. Waite. 
., 
23 





This rule was laid down as to sheriffs and justices in lleald v. Benmtt, 1 Doug., 513,
and Welch I). Frost, 1 Mirh., 30.
But held inapplicable in regard to purchases of State lands. People v. (km. of State
Land Ofllce, 19 Mich. R., 470.
And payment of costs in National Bank notes held sufilcient to entitle party to new
trial in ejectment. People ea) rel. Denison '2. Gemsee Circuit Judge, 37 Mich. R., 281.
PAGE 260.
GODFROY v. DISB ROW.
The effect of the conveyancing and recording statutes has not been uniform. Un-
der the Territorial laws a deed was not valid as a conveyance unless properly witnessed.
Crane v. Reader, 21 M‘u;h., 24; Brown l). (lady, 11 Mich. R., 535. For a reference to the
early statutes and their effect see Galpin c. Abbott, 6 Mich. R., 17, and note. Also, Note
to Chapler 150, C'ompiled Laws of 1871.
For effect under later acts see Dougherty v. Randall, 3 Mich. R., 581; Brown v Mc-
Cormirk, 28 Mich. R., 215; Healey v. Worlh, 35 Mich. R., 166; Brooks v. Fairchild, 86 Mich.
231; King v. Uarpenter, 37 Mich. R., 363.
A deed executed in blank is bad. Linsday 1). Lamb, 34 Mich. R., 509.
Deeds from the Governor and Judges are not governed by the Territorial and State
statutes on the subject. Moran c. Palmer, 13 Mich. 12., 367. See further as to effect of
their deeds. People c. Jones, 6 Mich. R., 176; Ready v. Kearsley, 14 Mich. R., 215; Tregent
v. Whiting, 14 Mich. R., 77; F. :2 M. Bk. 1). Detroit, 12 Mich. R., 445.
As to proof of lost deeds and presumptions concerning them: Goodell n. Labadie, 19
Mich. R., 88; Raynor 1). Norton, 31 Mich. R., 210; King 1). Camenter, 87 Mich. R., 363.
As to notice from possession, see note to Rood v. Chapin.
The disability to convey lands held adversely was removed by Revised Statutes of

















































































































































WOODBURY V. LEWIS. 
This rule was laid down as to sheri1l'8 and justices in H~ald v. Bennett, 1 Daug., 518, 
and Welch "· Frost, t Mkh., 30. 
But held Inapplicable in regii.ni to purchases of State lands. P«Jpk v. Cbm. of Sf,aU 
Lan.<l Office, 19 Mich. R., 470. 
And payment of costs in National Bank notes held sumclent to entitle party to new 
trial in ejectment. People ~ rel. .Deni.Ion v. ~ Otrcuit Judge, 87 Jlich. R., 281. 
GGDFROY V. DISBROW. 
The etrect of the conveyancing and recording etatutt:s has not been uniform. Un· 
der the Territorial la we a deed was not valid as a conveyance unleas properly witnessed. 
Crane v. Reeder, 21 .Jrich., 24; Brown v. C!:dy, 11 .. tfich. B., 535. For a reference to the 
early statutes and their effect see Galpin v. Abbott, 6 Mich. R., 17, and nou. Also, Nof,e 
to Chapter 150, Compiled Laws of 1871. 
For etrect under later acts see JJovgherty v. Randall, 8 Mich. R., 1581; Brown v Mc-
Cormit'k, 28 Mich. R., 215; Healey v. Wort1', 36 Mich. R., 166; Broo"4 v. Fairchild, 86 Mkh. 
281; Ktng v. Carpenter, 87 Mtch. R., 363. 
A deed executed in blank is bad. Limday v. Lamb, 84 Mich. R., 509. 
Deeds from the Governor and Judges are not governed by the Territorial and State 
statutes on the subject. Moran v. Palmer, 13 .Jlick. R., 367. See further as to effect of 
their deeds. Peopk ·v. Jones, 6 Mich. R., 176; Ready v. Kearsley, 14 Mich. R., 215; Tregent 
v. Whiting, 14 Aitch. R., 77; F. ~ M. Bk. v. JJetroU, 12 Mich. R., 445. 
As to proof of lost deeds and presumptions concerning them: Gcod8U 11. Lal>aaie, 19 
MicJI. R., 88; Raynor 11. Norton, 31 Mfch. R., 210; King 11. Carpenter, 87 Mich. R., 863. 
As to notice from possession, see note to Rood v. Chapin. 
The disability to convey lands held adversely was removed by B1vi16<1 Btatvtu oJ 
1846. C. L. 1811, I 4*19. 
UHANC ER Y REPO HTS.
corvmonr 1878.
PAGE W.
Scnwnnz et al. v. WENDELL.
i-‘or the rule of diligence in pursuing equitable grievances see note to DeArmand v.
P illips. ' '
The burden is on defendant to prove any atfirmative defence, unless the bill has
called for a discovery upon it. But all matter responsive to the bill and called out
under oath by it, is evidence for defendant if it makes in his favor. Attorney General c.
Oakland County Bank, Walk. Ch. R., 90; V(mdyke 0. Davis, 2 Mich. R., 144; Hunt -).
Thorn, 2Mich. R., 213; Millard y. Ramsdcll, Harr. Ch. R., 373; Robinson v. Cromeleln, 15
Mich. R., 316; Roberts 1). Miles, 12 Mich. R., 297; Mandeville v. Comstock, 9 Mich. B., 536;
Hart c. Carpenter, 36 Mich. R., 402.
The burden of proving payment is on the debtor. Adams v. Field, 25 Mich. R., 16;
Atwood v. Cornwall, 25 Mich. R., 142; Wakeman 1). Akey, 29 Mich., 308. But after twenty
yeals a mortgage is presumed paid. Reynolds 0. Green, 10 Mich. R., 355; C‘urt‘icv. Good-
cnow, 24 Mich. R., 18. So if securities not produced. Hunyerforcl v. Smith, 34Mich.,
300.
The practice is now so general of waiving an answer under oath, that most of the
doctrine is becoming obsolete.
As a general rule, transactions by flduciaries to their own advantage are voidable
unless the beneficiary is able to take care of his own interests and acquiesces with
knowl. dge. Ame: 1). Pt. Huron Log Driving and Boo wing 60., 11 Mi( h. R., 189; Moore v.
M'.':ld ba an, 8 Mich. R., 433; Dwight 1‘. Bh1ckrnar, 2 Mich. R., 330; Beaullen v. Poupard,
Harr. Uh. R., 206: (Fate v. Barron, 2 Mich. R., 192; People v. To/wrwhip Bd. of Ovcrycsel,
11 Mich. R., 232; Adam v. Bradley. 1'! .ll'lch. R., 346; Walt ln c. Yorrey, Larr. Oh. R., 2 9;
Gray v. Emmons, 7Mich. R., 5.3 ; Payne v. Avery, 21 Mich. R., 524; Stilea v. Stiles, 14
Mich. R.. 72; Innrson v. Starkwcath/(r, Walk. Ch., 346; Flint &: P. M. Ry. 60.. v. Dewey.
14 Mich. R., 477; Fisher v. Fobcs, 22 Mic 'i. R., 454; Ltlwlcv v. SincIw"r, 24 Mich. R., 3:0;
Sheldon v. Ri(e, 30Mich. R., 296; ’long v. Marvin, 2"' M'ch. R., 35; Barnes v. Brown. 32
Mich R., 156; B'iggs 1). Vliihey, 24 Mich. R., 136; Bellair 1). Wool, 35 Mich. R., 440; B(am
c. Macmn-ner, 33 Mich. R., 127; Smith v. 0sb<rn, 33Mich. R., 410; Hooker v. Aagford, 33
Mich. R., 453; Witbeck v. Wi/beck. 515 Mich. R., 439.
But they may settle with each other it competent. Hooper v. Hooper, 26 Mich. R.,
435.
And the legitimate influence of family ties is not fraudulent. Latham v. Udell,



















































































































































The case is only 0pene1 as to the ahsentees. Griggs v. D. cf: M. Railway (1)., 10
Mich. R., 117
Panies interested as purchasers under a decree must be notified of the proceedings
to open the case. Stone 1). Welling, 14 Mich. R., 514.
The order tn oonfirm decree after seven years is formal, and unnecessary to flx





















































































































































BAILEY v. MURPHY. 
The case Is only opene .• as to the absent.ees. Griggs v. D. <! M. Railway Q). , tu 
Mich. R., 117 
l'ardes intertlSted as purchasers um: er a decrtle must be notified of the proceedings 
to open the case. S((m8 v. Welling, 14 M ich. R., 614. 
The ordt>r t< • oontlrm decree after seven years Is formal, and unnecessary to tlx 
right& Kir.g 11. Hurrington, 14 Mich. Jl., 582. 
; . 
PAGB80'l. 
BRAGG v. WHITOOHB. 
P.&.GJC lkll. 







ALBANY CITY BANK v. Donn.
P40l1: 327.
BURPEE v. SMITH.

















































































































































WESTBROOK V. 00MSTOOL 
P.AGI: 81'1. 
ALBA.NY CITY .li.A.NK v. DOBB. 
BURPEE v. SMITH. 







A purchaser pendente lite with knowledge stands in no better position than the
mortgagor who s ld to him, and may be put out by writ of assistance though not a
party. Baker v. Pierson 5 Mich., 456.
No one can redeem who does not claim through mortgagor. /Smith 1;. Austin, 9
Mich. R., 465; 11 Mich. R., 34; Harwood '1. Underwood, :8 Mich. R., 427-
A party redeeming must redeem completely. Baker ';. Pierson, 6 Mich. R., 522.
And the bill must be filed seasonably. Reynolds ';. Green, 10 Mich. R-, 355-
A mortgage will not be regarded as merged or extinguished where it is equitable to
keep it alive for the protection of subsequent parties. ’I'm0er v. Divine, 37 Mich. And
see Webb v. Williams, Walk. Ch. R., 544. Dalton '). J1)es, 5 Mich. R., 515; Cooper v. Bigley,
13 Mich. R., 463.
PAGE 336.
BENEDICT v. DENTON.
A bank deed sealed with the bank seal, and acknowledged by the cashier, does not
need any further acknowledgment. MeIrill 1). Mnntgornery, 25 Mick. R., 73.
An agent or servant’s statements as to past transactions are not re; gertae, and are not
r(ceivable. Ragglee v. Fay 31 Jlfwh. R., 141; Iloughton 0’/., 1). State Land Commissioner,
23Mieh. R., 270; M. 0. R.R. 00., v. Coleman, 28 Mich. R., 440; Kalamazoo Novelty iIlanf.,
00., c. McAllister, 36 Mich. R., 327; Mabley 11. Kittleberger, 87 Mich. R., 860; Mich. Panel-
















































































































































JOHNSON v. JOHNSON. 
A purchaser pe11denk lite with knowledge stan<JR in no better position than the 
mortgal'!or who s Id to him, and may be put out by writ of assistance though not a 
party. Buker v. Pierson II Mich., 456. 
No one can redeem who does not claim through mortgagor. Smith v • .AuaUn, 9 
Mich. R., 465; 11 Mich. R., 34; Harwood v. Underwood, ~s Mich. R., 427. 
A party redeeming must redeem completely. Baker v. Pier80n, 6 Mich. B., 152:l. 
And the bill must be filed seasonably. Reynolds v. Green, 10 Mich. R., SM. 
A mortgage will not be regarded as merged or extinguished where it Is equitable to 
keep it alive for the protection of subsequent parties. 1'<>Wer v . .Divine, 37 Mich. And 
see Webb v. WiUtam1, Walk. Oh. R., 544, Dutt.on v. lvea, 5 Mkh. R., 515; Cooper v. Bigley, 
13 Mlc.h. R., 468. 
PAOll: 388. 
BENEDICT v. DENTON. 
A bank doed sealed with the bank seal, and acknowledged by the cashier, does not 
need any further acknowledgment. Mei rl/l v. Montgomery, 25 Mich. R., 73. 
A.n a.gent or servant's statements as to pl\St transactions are not rea g~-·~. and are not 
rPce:vable. Ruggle : v. Fay 31 Jfich. R ., 141; llo11ght.on (Jo., v. 8taU Land Commissioner, 
23 .Mich. R., 270; M. 0. R.R. C6 .. v. (Joleman, 28 M"wh. R., 440; Kal.amat',()() Novelly Manf., 
l'o., v. McAUi8ter, 36 Mich. R., 327; Mabley v. Klttle~ger, 37 Mich. R ., 860; Ml.ch. Panel-









This case was afflrmed in 2 Doug. Mich. R., 68.
An official bond given to the “Supervisors of the County of St. Joseph,” is valid,
though no statute authorized it, and though their proper name was “The Board of
Supervisors &c." 1%., of S''1I1s. of St. Joseph Co., 1). C(,-fifl/)Zl."-l/, Mich. R., 356.
The " Board of Supervisors" may sue in their name on a Treasurer’s Bond, though

















































































































































GoULD v. TRYON. 
PAG.11:840. 
REEVES 11. SCULLY. 
l'AGJ: 840. 
Roon v. WINSLOW. 
This c11..<1e was aftlrmed in 2 Doug. Mich. R., 68. 
An official bund given to the "Supervioors of the County of St. Joseph," Is valid, 
though no statute authorized it, and though their proper name was "The Boa.rd of 
Supervisors &:c." Rd., of S"prs. nf St. JMeph Co., v. Cojfin!Jury, Mich. R .. 356. 
The •· Board of Supervisors" may sue in their name on a Trea.surer's Bond, though 





CA VFNAl7GlI i‘  JAl(EWAY.
The Supreme Court will not interfere with the action of Circuit Courts in setting
aside sa'es on execution, nlv ~ in extreme cases, where legal discretion has been ex-
ceeded. Blair 1). Complon, 33 Mich. R., Q; People ea: rel Stinson v. Judqeof Kent Ci;-- ui =




As to rules concerning fiduciary dealings, see note to Schwarz 1). Sears.
Up.ni the doctrine that an antecedent debt cannot be a sufiicient consideration to
sustain the b Ila fldr purchase of negotiable paper, this case is overruled. Boetwick v.
Dodge, 1 Doug. M. R., 418; Outhwite 0. Porter, 18 Mich. R., 588.
____._'..____-n_
GOULD v. TBYON.















































































































































ANNOTA 'I'ION8 WALKER'8 
C . ll'YRIGllT il'l71l. 
PAGE ll«. 
CAVF.NArGII 1·. ,L\KEWA.Y. 
The Supreme Court will nnt interfere with the action of Circuit Courts In setting 
aside sa'es on execution, ni· · ; in extreme cases, where legal discretion has been ex-
ceeded. Blair v. Compton, 33 Mich. B., 22; PdQJM a rel Stinaon 11. JuageQf Kent Cir< ui. , 
87 Mich. B., 286. 
PAGE 846. 
INGERSON n. STARKWEATHER. 
AJS t,• rules concerning fiduciary dealings, see note t.o Schwarz v. &an. 
Up.111 the doctrine that an antecedent deut cannot be a suftlclent consideration to 
11ustain the b 1<ajl.1.h purchase of negotiable paper, this case is overruled. Boatwickv. 
])Qdge, 1 IJUU{/. M. R., 418; Outhunu v. PtlrUr, 18 Jlich, B., 588. 
PAGE 81!8, 
OouLD v. 'f RYON. 






An administrator cannot transfer his right to avoid fraudulent dispositions of pr0~
perty by his intestate. Morris v. Morris, 5 Mich. R., 71.
A\ igmnenis may be made of certain classes of actions for torts, which are essenti-
ally assignments of existing lights of property. Final v‘ Backus, 18 Mich. R., 218.
But ca.~ es like Carmll v. Potter, where the right wh'ch is set up is to avoid transfem
made by the vendor on account of fraud in the vendee, cannot be prosecuted except by
the defrauded party or his representatives. Brush v. Sweet, April, 1878.
PAGE 356.




















































































































































CARROLL V. POTIER. 
An adminiRtrator cannot transfer hL<i rigilt to avoid fraudulent dispositions of pro-
perty b y his intestate. M0tris v .• lforria, 5 ·~iclt. R., 71. 
A -. ig1m1ents may be ma<le of, ertain classt>s of actions for torts, which are essenti-
ally assignmen! e of existing rights of property. Final v. Backua, 18 Mtclt. R., 218. 
But ca.· es like larroll v. l'ottff", where the right wh·ch is set up le to avoid transfers 
made by the vendor on account of fraud In the vende<>, cannot be prosecut.ecl except by 
the defrauded party or his represeutatives. lJruJi. v. sweet, .4prll, 18'18. 
SEYMOUR V. J EROMB. 
PAGE 1157. 



























































































































































J ERO HE V. SEYHOUB. 
PAGE 861, 
BIRD v. HAMILTON. 
PAGE 373. 
CARROLL v. RICE. 







The statutes which allow personal decrees in foreclosure ewes, and prohibit eject-
ment by mortgagees, have entirely revolutionized the English practice, which allowed
all I emedies to proceed simultaneously. For a discussion of the statutes see J0hns07b v.
Shephwd, 35 Mich. R., 115.
The bill should show-if legal proceedings have been had—that such steps have been
taken as authorize a foreclosure suit Iooper r. Rrefler, 9 Mich. R., 534.
Whether the statute applies to instruments absolute on their face, but given for
security, quaere. Maynard v. Perrault. 31 Mic1'. R., 160‘
Whether legal proceedings shall be allowed pending a. foreclosure is to be determined
by the court of equity where the foreclosure is pending, and not at law. Joslin v. Mills-
paugh, L7 Mich. R., 517; Innis v. btewart, 86 Mich. R., 285.
Where mortgagees have bid 0!! land on a foreclosure sale sulziect to another note me-



















































































































































TH.A. YER "· Swnrr. 
PAGlli 887. 
DENNIS v. HEMINGWAY. 
The statutes which allow personal decrees in foreclosure C88e'l, and prohibit eject-
ment by mortgagees, have entirely revolutionized the English practice, which allowed 
all 1 emedles to proceed simultanecusly. For a discussion of the statutes see John10n ti. 
SllepMrd, 35 Mich. R, 115. 
The bill should show-if legal proceedings havt> been had-that such steps have been 
taken as authorize a foreclosure suit f ropr r . Rr~111er, 9 Mich. R., 534. 
Whether the statute applies to instruments absoiute on their face, but given tor 
security, q•1cure. Maynard ti. Perrault, 31 Mich. R., 160. 
Whether legal proceedings shall be allowed pending a foreclosure is to be determined 
by the court ot equity where the foreclosure Is pending, and not at law. Jo.tun 11. Mi.tl8-
11augh, ~7 Mi.ch. R ., 517; Innis''· bUvlart, 86 MicA. R., 285. 
Where mortgagees have bid otr land on a foreclosure sale 8Ul#~ to an.ot/uJr not,,, 17* 
cifte<i thereafter to become due, they cannot sue on such note. 8/wman "· Merrill, 83 
Mic//,. B., 28'. 
PA.Gs1181. 
BROOKS v. MEAD. 
38 







l'r'-sence of the husband will avoid the acknowledgment of the wife as against a
mortgagee who is at the time cognizant of the fact, if she acts unwillingly. Fisher 1/.
Meister, 24 Mich. R., 447. See Sibley 1/. Johnson, 1 Mich. R., 880. But not“! she willingly
assents. Nor on 1/. Nichole 36 Mich. R., 148. Fricker v. Donner. 1'1., 151.
A notary cannot properly take an acknowledgment through an interpreter, nor
when he does not understand the language in which the party communicates with him.
Fisher 1/. Meider, supra: Dewey 1/. Campau, 4 Mich. R., 565. But regularity is presumed-
Hourtienne z-. Schnoor, 33 Mich. R.. 274.
Since the act of 1855, a married woman may convey her own lands without separate
examination. Watson -1'. Thurber, 11 Mich. R. 42?.
Record of deed properly acknowledged by husband, is good. as against him, though

















































































































































How .A.RD 11: PALMER: 
BARSTOW V. SMITH. 
1'r.,S(;nce of the husband will avoid the acknoidedgment of the wife aa against a 
mortgflgee who is at the time cognizant of the fact, if she acts unwillingly. F'UJher v. 
Meisur, 24 Mich. R ., 447. See Sibley v. Johnson, l Mich. R., 880. But not if she willingly 
aaients. Nor on"· NicholA, 86 Mich. R., 148. Fricker V - f)Qnner, Id., 151. 
A notary cannot properly take an acknowledgment through an interpreter, nor 
when he does not understand the language in which the party communicates with him. 
Fisher v. Mei•ter, supra: Dewey v. Camvau, 4 Mich. R ., 5115. But regularity Is presumed. 
Hourtienne v. Schnoor, 33 Mich. R .. 2'7-!. 
Since the act of I 955, a married woman may convey her own lands without separate 
examination. Watson ••. Thurber, 11 Mtch. R. 427. 
Record of deed properly acknowledged by husband, is good 11.11 agai.ust him, though 





BANK or MICHIGAN v. NILES.
The Supreme Court will not pass upon facts not in the record as heard below, and
will not allow the recnrd to be oh mged by agreement of parties, without a proper re—
turn. -‘ears v. Schwarz, 1 I 0l19. Mich. R., 504; Wnghl 1’. Dud ey. 8 Mich. H.. 115; Bailey
v. De Grafl‘, 2 i“oug. M/ch. R, 169; Mich. Ins. Co. v. Brown, 11 Mich. R., 265; V=rpllmc"t'
v. Ha/l, 1'1 Mich. R., 469.
But the Supreme Court will allow leave to amend where justice requires it. Palmer





As to the proper practice where a complainanfis interest has been transferred, see
Webster v. Hilchcoclr, ll Mich. R., 56.
N0 pr0ce:dings can be had until the assignee is bel'm‘e the court, and the case is as




















































































































































See note to Ingersoll v. Kirby, as to multifarious bill.
Pmn 421.
STORY 1). STORY
Alimony during the pendency of divorce proceedings is allowable in the Circuit
Courts and on appeal; but it is not a matter of course, and its allowance may be con»
ditional, and must always depend on circumstances. Bishop v. Bishop, 17 Mich. R., 211;
Cooper v. Cooper, 17 Mich. R., 205; C'hafl'ee v. Chajfee, 15 Mich. R.. 184; Goldsmith v.
Goldsmith, 6 Mich. R., 285.‘ Ziegenfuss 'U. Ziegenfuss, 21 Mich. R., 414; Brown 1). Brown,
22Mich. R., 242; Wright 1/. lVright, 24 Mich. R., 180; Goodman 1/. Goodman, 26 Mich. R.,
417; Soper v. Soper, 29 Mich., 305.
Where a wife appeals from a decree against her. the administrator of the deceased
husband will not be compelled in the first instance to pay alimony. Shafer v. Shafer,
30 Mich. R., 163.
Permanent alimony cannot be enforced by attachment. North v. North, June, 1878.
Non-payment of temporary alimony will be enforced by attachment. Haines v. Haines,
35 Mich. R., 138. But not without giving reasonable time, nor without a proper hearing.















































































































































A NNOTA'l'IONS \\.A L!{ElfS 
COPYIUGBT 1878. 
PAGE 417. 
HART v. MCKEEN. 
See note to IngeraoU 11. Kirl1JJ, as to multifarious bUL 
PAGE 491. 
STORY v. STORY 
Alimony during the pendency of divorce proct1edings is allowable in the Circuit 
Courts and on appeal; but it is not a matter of course, and its allowance may be con-
ditional, and must always depend on circumstances. Bishop v. BiJJhop, 17 Mi.ch. R., 211; 
Cooper v. Cooper, 17 Mich. R., 205; Chaffee 11. Chaffee, 15 Mich. R .. 184; Gold$mith v . 
Goldsmith, 6 Mich. R., 285; Ziegenfuss v. Ziegenft.UJIJ, 21 Mich. R., 414; Brown v . Brown, 
~Mich. R., 242; Wright v. 1Vright, 24 Mlch. R., 180; Goodman v. Goodman, 26 Mich. R., 
417; Soper 11. Soptir, 29 Mich., 805. 
Where a wife appeals from a decree against her, the administrator of the deceased 
husband will not be compelled in the first instance to pay alimony. Shafer 11. Shafer, 
30 Mich. R., 163. 
Permanent alimony cannot be enforced by attachment. Narth 11. Narth, June, 1878. 
Non-payment of temporary aliIDODy will be enforced by attacbment. Haines v. Haines, 
35 Mich. R., 188. But not without giving reasonable time, nor without a proper hes.ring. 






Where a bank is required to take no more than the legal rate 01! interest on loans or
discounts, it is entitled to .~tipnlate for any rate which won (1 be lawful between private
parties, which is now ten per cent. Cameron v. Merchants & Illanufacturers‘ Bank, 87
Mich. R , 24 L '
Under the laws of Indiana, which were held applicable, a contract by an Indiana
bank for interest beyond what it was authorized to take, was held void. Orr 1/. Lacey.



















































































































































COP\:RIGBT ~. iii. 
PAGE 4 .'4. 
BAILEY V. MURPHY. 
Where a bank ls r~uired to take no more than the legal ralie of interest on loans or 
discounts, it fs entitled t,o otipnlate for any rate wh:ch wou d be lawful between private 
pa1ties, which is now ten per cent. 0amef'01' v. Merchant& ~ Manufaclurn"a' Bank, 87 
Miclt. RI 24·1. 
Under the laws of Indiana, which were held applicable, a contract by an Indiana. 
bank for interest beyond what it waa authormed to take, wu held void. Orr v. Lacey, 
2 Duug. R., :ill!O. 
BISHOP v. WILLI.UCB. 
PAGI:-. 





There is nothing in the laws of Michigan to prevent a debtor from preferring credi-
tors under a general assignment or otherwise. Town v. Bawk of River l€ui.u'~. 2 Doug.
R.. 530; Nye v. Van Hus-an. . Mic . l\'., 329; Hollister r. Lmd, Mich. l\‘.. 309: People v.
Bristol. 1-5 Mich. R., 28; Hill "-. Bowman. J-.5 Mich R., 191; Hu1ry :'. Root. Jan . 1.~7a';
./"rdan v. Whih. Jan., 1878.
Fraud is usually a yuestion of fact and, except where statutory presumpthns arise.
it mustbewell established by proof. B’'0’: 0. Shermm1 :3 Doug. R., 176: Watkins 1'.
H'al a c. 1c( A' ich. R . 57; Hutbard v. Taylor, 5 Mich. R., 1 5; Baldwin 1'. Buckland. 11
midz. R., 3'9; lage v. Kendrick, 12 Mick. I2., -0'; u-ks-n c. D an, 1 Doug. l-., 519;
01'1)‘ r r. Ea on. 7 Mich. R , 10 : 1 egg 1/. Jerome, 7 J/fr‘. R., 145; Gay 1'. B-dwell, 7 .1. ich.
I_'., 519 nook v. Daria, h Mich. R., 156: B0 th 1‘. McMLiT, 14 Mich R., ;9; Robert 1'.
Morrin, ‘.7 Mich. R., 06; 0‘D0nnell v. Segar, 35 Mich. R., 367; Sutherland v. Dunaher,
35 Alida. R., 422.
PAGE 487.
OUTIER v. GRISWOLD.
The mere fact that a person owes some debts will not necessarily avoid a voluntary
conveyance. Page v. Kendriclr, 1/ 1-.(-u'i. 11., ;,'uo,' and see further Keeler v. Ulrich, 32
J4'i(.'h.1-., (-8 where the creditor's claim arose subsequently t) the transfer. But a transfer
to a son to provide for other children and support the g; :. “tor is bad as against creditors.
Pursell v. Armstrong, 37 Mich. 326. And for fraud in dealings with wife see Doak a. Run-
















































































































































ANN OTATI ONS \VALKER’S





For cases of relief against mistake see notes to Norris v. Hard.
PAGE 446.
BENEDICT v. THOMPSON.
By rule 101 a Bill of Review may be filed after the time for appeal has expired, for
satisfactory reasons. A rehearing stands on the same reason.
it is error not to grant it where a suiflcient showing is made, and injustice will be
done ttherwise. Sheldon -u. Hawes, 15 .Mich., 519; Harris 1!. Dietrich, 29 Mich., 366;
Scriren v. Hursh, June, 1878.
But the necessity and equity should be made out. Case v. Case, 26 Mich. R., 484;
Ryerson v. Eldred, 523 Mich R., 537; Taylor v. Boardman, 25 Mich. R., 527; Same :). Same
24 Mich. 287.
Where a case has been appealed leave must be obtained from the Supreme Court.
Ryerson v. Eldred, 18 Mich. R., 490; Adams v. Field, 25 Mich., 16. The Circuit Court
can make no decree pending appeal. Beal v. Chase, 31 Mich. R., 490. Nor grant
rehearing after affirmance. People, Ex. rel. Lyon, 1). Judge of Ingham, 37 Mich.
Case sent down for rehearing when party had failed to obtain a settlement of testimony.
Moote v. Scriven, 33 Mich. R., 500.
Anorder allowing a Bill of Review or rehearing is not appealable. Mmrfleld v. Free-
man, J1me, 1878. But an order refusing such relief is appealable. Sheldon ‘U. Hawcs,
























































































































































PAGE 440 • 
GARLINGHOUSE v. DIXON. 
For cases of relief against mista.k" see notes to Norria ti, Burd. 
PAGE 446, 
BENEDIC1T v. THOMPSON. 
By rule 101 a Bill of Review may be flied after the time for appeal has expired, for 
satisfactory reasons. A rehearing stands on the same reason. 
It is error not to grant it where a. sufficient showing is ma.de, and injustice will be 
d(lne l therwise. Sheldon v. Hawes, 15 Mick., 519; Harri8 v. Dietrich, 29 Mich., 366; 
S<-rfre11 v. Hursh, June, 1878. 
But the necessity a.nd equity should be ma.de out. Case ti. aue, 26 Mich. R ., 484; 
Ryerson t•. El.dred, 2~ .llich R., 537; Taylorv. Boardman, 26 Mich. R., 5ZT; Same v. Same 
24 Mich.. 287. 
Where a case has been appealed leave must be obtained from the Supreme Court, 
Ryerson v. Eldred, 18 Mich. R., 490; Adams ti, Field, 25 Mich.., 16. The Circuit Court 
can make no decree pending appeal. Bear ti. Chase, 31 Mich. R., 490. Nor grant 
rehearing after affirmance. People, Ex. rel. Lyon, v. Judge of Ingham, 37 Mich. 
Case sent down for rehearing when party had failed to obtain a settlement of testimony. 
Moote v. Scriven, 33 Mich. R., 000. 
An order allowlug a. Bill of Review or rehearing Is not a.ppealable. Maxfield v. Free· 
man, ,T1me, 1878. But a.n order refusing such relief is a.ppealable. Sheldon t'. Hawes, 









The rule in regard to proving documents at the hearing has been modified so as to
admit the production of such documents as would reed no proof, which are referred to
in the bill, and not denied by the answer. In lo 56.
The statutes which allow cases to be heard on proofs taken in open court have very





A judge who is disqualified from hearing a cause can make no order in it involving
any exercise of discretion. Shannon r. Smith, ?-‘1 Midi. R., 451.
~ Attorneys should not admin’ster afiidavits in iheir own causes. J1cCa~>lin- v. Camp,
















































































































































BACHELOR 'V. NELSON. 
Th'-' rule in regard to proving documents at the hearing has been modified so as to 
admit the production of snch documevtAs as would i.eed no proof, which are referred tu 
in tht- bill, and not decied by the answer. J,> le 5fi. 
The statutes which allow cases to be h t arcl on proofs taken in open cour. have very 
much modified tl..e old rules of practice as to taking testimony. 
WEBB v. WILLIAMS. 
PAGE 41l8. 
BROWN V. BYRNE. 
A judge who IR disqualified from hearing a cause can mitke no order In It Involving 
any exe rcise of discretion, Shami.:,n r, Bmith, ·. 1 ,ffi,, h. R ., 451. 
AttorneyR i<bonld not arlmin'ster affidavits in 1heir o"·n cnuse.s. JlcCa.,lin v. Camp, 




A judge may make provision for hearing a case in Whi(.h he cannot sit, if his ac-
tion does not in any way affect the merits or condition of the case. McFarlane c. Clark,
June, 1878.
Where a Circuit Court Commissioner is partner of the attorney in a cause, he is 10-
gally disqualified from acting in it. Hey» v. Farrar, 36 Mich. R., 258.
PAGE 454.
HURLBUT v. BRITAIN.
This case was afllrmed in 2 Dnug., 191‘ but not on the ground taken by the chancel-
or. It was then held that no relief could be had, even where the plea was disproved.
beyond what the bill authorized‘ and that the bill failed to show a case.
But where a, stipulation was filed that in case of an adverse decision on a plea. de-
fendants might answer, the replication having been treated by all parties as leaving the
case to go to a healing on the sufllciency of the plea, it was held the facts were not


















































































































































A judge may make pro,,1s10n for hearing a case in whith he cannot sit, if his ac· 
tion does not in any way affect the mertt.s or condition of the case. McFarlane v. Cla1·k, 
June, 1878. 
Where a Circuit Court Commissioner is partner of the attorney In a cause, he is le-
gally disqualified. from acting in it. Hf!VI' "· Farrar, 86 Mlch. R., 2118. 
P..1.G11:4M. 
HURLBUT V. BRITAIN. 
Thi'I case was affirmed in 2 Doug., 191, but not on the ground taken by the cbancel-
or. It waa ther•· held thar no relief could be had, even where the plea was disproved, 
beyond what the bill authorized, and that the bill failed to show a csee. 
But where a stipulation was flied that In ea£e of a:: adverse decision on a plea de-
fendants might answer, the replication having been treated by all parties as leaving the 
case to go to a hearing on the sufficiency of the plea, it was held the facts were no~ 
passed on or determined. by the decision. .Dulx>U ti. tampau, 81 Mt.ck. B., 248. 
PAD d. 







See Trowbridge 1/. Harleston, Cooper v. Ulmann.
The general rule on foreclosure of mortgages requires the lands in favor of subse-
quent incumbrancers or purchasers, to be sold in the inverse order of alienation; and no
cross-bill is necessary to secure this privilege And anything done bv a first mortgagee
knowingly to the prejudice of a subsequent one, will, to that extent, postpone or affect
his own security Baihy r. Gould, Walk. Ch R , 479,- James 1% Brown, 11 Mich R., 25;
Cooper v. Bigly, 13 Mich. R., 463; Payne 1). Avery, 21 Mich. R., 524; McKinney v. Miller,
19 Mich. R., 142; Ireland r W0 lman, 15 Mich. R., 253; Sibley '0). Baker, 23 Mich. R . 312;
Sager v. Tapper, 35 Mich. R., 134; Slater v. Breese, 36 Mich. R., 77; Carley 1/. Fox. Jany.,
1878.
But this order will not be observed where land has been sold subject to a mortgage,
or on any terms which change the ordinary rule. Caruthers vs. Hall, 10 Mich. 12., 40;
Carley v. Fox.
Nor where it would prejudice the first mortgagee. Cooper v. Bigly; Sa ings Bk. v.
Truesdail, April, 1878.
And a first mortgagee is not responsible for what he does in ignorance of subse~
quent securities or sales. James v. Brown; Cooper :1. Bigly.
A vendee is generally chargeable with what appears in his chain of title, so far as it
puts him in possession of means of knowledge. Kitchell v. Mudgetl, 37 Mich. R., 81;
Baker 1/. Mather, 25 Mich. R., 51; Fitzhugh l/. Barnard, 12 Mich. R., 434; Norris v. Hill,
1 Mich. R., 202; Case w. Irwin, 18 Mich., 434.
PAGE 465.
MOREY v. FORSYTH.
The American rule, except in cave of trustees, re-1'. ires the real party in interest to
sue in equitv, althou h the English rule has generally required the assignor either to
join orto be made defendant. Under the present Michigan statutes, an assignee of
anything but negotiable paper (that requiring at law but not in equity a transfer ac-
cording to the Law Merchant), may sue at law as well as in equity in his own name,
subject to equities as formerly. L. R63, p. 102, C L. §5776. For the general doctrine in
equity conforming to the text, see Beach v. White, Walk. Ch. R., 49 3; Andrews v. Kibbee,
12 Mich. [R., 94; Wallace v. Dtltt:Li'lg, a d notes; bill 1/. Kelp-hum, Harr. Ch., 423; Cook 1/.
Wheeler, Harr. (-7'., 443; Adams 1). Bra‘iley, 12 Mich. R., 346; Fisher 1). Meister, 24 Mich.
447; ‘case 1). Warren, 29 Mich. R., 9; Suhr v. Ellsworth, 29 Mich. R., 57 ; Wil‘ ox vs. Allen,
26 Mich. R., 160.
But where legal interests must be reached, an equitable assgnee should bring in
the legal holder. Womlward v. Clark, 15 Mich. R., 104; Martin 1). McReyno-‘ds, 6 Mich,















































































































































A NNOT A 'TIO-S-S WALKER'S 
COPYRIGllT 1878. 
PAGE 460. 
MASON V. p A YNE. 
See Troicbridge v. Harleston, Cooper v. Ulmann. 
The general rule on foi-eclosure of mortgages requires the lands in favor of subse-
quent incumbrancers or purchasers, to be sold in the inverse order of alienation ; and no 
cross-bill is necessary to secure this privilege. And anything done bv a first mortgagee 
knowingly w the prejudice of a suuse4utJnt one, will, to that extent, postpone or afi'tJct 
his own security Baifry 10. G0111<f, Wnlk. Ch R . 47~; James 1•. Brown, 11 Mich R., 20; 
Cooper t1. Bigly, 13 Mich. R., 463; Payne v. Avery, 21 Mich. R ., 524; McKinriey t'. Miller, 
19 Mich. R., 142; Ireland!' Wo lm.an, 15 Mich. R., 253; Sibley v. Baker. 23 Mich. R. 312; 
Sager v. Tupper, 35 Mich. R., 134; Slater v. Breese, 36 Mich. R., 77; Carley v. Fox, Jany., 
18i8. 
But this order will not be observed where land has been sold subject to a mortgage, 
or on any terms which change the ordinary rule. Caru~ VB. Hall, 10 1lfich. R., 40; 
Carley v. Fox. 
Nor where it would prejudice the first mortgagee. Cooper v. Bigly; Sa inga Bk. v. 
Trueadail, April, 1878. 
A.nd a first mortgagee is not responsible for what he does in Ignorance of subse-
quent securities or sales. James v. Brown; Cooper v. Bigly. 
A vendee is generally chargeable with what appears in his chain of title, so far as lt 
puts him in possession of means of knowledge. Kitchell v . Mudgett, 87 Mich. R., 81; 
Baker v. Mather, 25 Mich. R., 51; Fitzhugh v. Barnard, :ua Mich. B., 484; Norria 11. HiU, 
1 Mich. R., 002; Case v, Irwin, 18 .Mich., 4M. 
P.'-Glli 4611. 
MOREY v. .FORSYTH. 
The American rule, except in c1n~ of tru<,1ees, re·;·. ires the real party In interest to 
sue in equit1-, althou· h the English rule hss generally requil'ed the assignor either to 
join or to be made defendant. Under the present Michigan statutes, an assignee of 
anything but negotiable paper (that requiring at law but not in equity a transfer ac· 
cording to the Law l\Ierchant), may sue at law as well as in equity in his own name, 
suhjPct to equities as formerly. L. I c ti3, p. lU'..l, () L . li.'\776. For the general doctrine in 
equity conforming to the tex t. see Beach v. White, Walk. Ch. R., 49 i ; Andrew < v. Kibbee, 
12 Nich. /,'., 94; WaUa:e v. Du1mi11.g, u d 11oles,' ,\ill v. K tfc!,um, Harr. Ch., 423; Cook v. 
Wl1eeler, Harr. Ch., 443; Adama v. Bra lley, 12 Jlich. R ., 346; Fisher v . Meisler, :24 Mich. 
447; · ease v. Warren, 29 Mich. R ., 9; &hr11. Ellsworth. 29 Mich. R., 57; Wil·ox vs. Allen, 
rn Jfich. R., 160. 
But where legal interests must be reached. an equitable ass'gnee should bring in 
the legal holder . Wooiward v. Clark, 15 Mich. R., 104; Martin 11. McReyno!ds, 6 Mich, 
B., 70; Beach v . Whit~, B?Jpra. 
CHANGERY REPORTS.
convmonr 1878.
Where there is no as gnment, borrowing money by complainant pendenc lite on
the credit of the suit does not afiect it. Chase v. Brown, 32 Mich. R., 255.
An assignee who takes no steps to give notice of his assignment, or who treats the
assignor as continuing owner, cannot be protected as owner against equities or dealings
of assignor. Jorws :' Smith. 532 Mich. R., 360; McC'ahe '1‘. Farnsworth, 27 Mich. R., 52.
And so of a failure to take possession of securities. Hasoeig L. Broum. 34 Mich., 503;
Fletcher 1:. Carpenter, 37 Mich.
Recital in an assignment of a former assignment unexplained, disproves the assign-
0r's title. though it does not prove the former assignment. Van Vleet v. Blackwood, 33
D1i--"lL. R., 334.
A legatee may foreclose a mortgage in equity. Proctor 1). Robinson, 35 Mich. R.. 284.
Or assign it. Sutphen 1). Ellis, 35 lllirh., 446.
The consideration of an assignment does not concern the debtor. Briscoe w. Eckley,




There can be no valid personal judgment without either personal service or sun
mission to the jurisdiction, and no personal judgment not based on one or the other is
eifectual or binding. Bonesteel 1/. Todd, 9 Mich. R., 371; .i1cEwen1's. Zimmer, June, 137 ,'
Smith 1/. Ourtiss, Jany., 1878.
The same principle applies in equity. Outhwite v. Porter, 13 Jlich. R., 533; Tyler 1:.
















































































































































Where there is no ns• gnment, borrowing money by complainant pendea.e ute on 
the credit of the suit does not affect it. ClmBe v. Brown, 32 .'lfich. R., 255. 
An assignee who takes no steps to give notice of his assignment, or who treats the 
assignor a.s continuing owner, cannot be protected as owner agaim;t eqnitie,:: or dealiu·;·,; 
of assignor. Jone.•'' Smith. 2"2 Mich. R., 00/l; JfcCalJe r. Farnsv-orth, '%l ,\fich. R., :l:.l. 
And so of a failure to take possession of securities. Hasceig i. Brown, 34 Mich., 50.i; 
Fletcher v. Ccirpenter, 37 .Mkh. 
Recital in an assignment of a. former assignment unexplained, disproves the as~ign­
or's title. though it does not p1·ove the former assignment. Van Vteet v. Blackwood, :la 
Mich. ll , :3::W. 
A legatee ma.y foreclose a mortgage ln equity. Proctor v. Robinson, 85 Mich. R., 284. 
Or assign it. Sutphen v. Ellis, 35 Mich., 446. 
Thr> consideration of an 8.Sl>igu1mml doe11 uot oon~ru the debtor. Bri8coe 11. &klev, 
35 .Mich. R., 112; .Adair v. Adair, 5 MicA. R., ~. 
PAGE 468. 
LAWRENCE V. FELLOWS. 
There ca.n be no valid personal judgment without either personal service or su 1> 
mission t.-0 the jurisdiction, a.nd no personal judgment not based on one or the other is 
etfectual or binding. Bonesteel v. Todd, 9 J/ich. R., 371; .llcEwen 11s. Zimmer, June, 1:fi8; 
Smith v. OurtisB, Jany., 1878. 
The same principle applies in equity. Outhwite v. Porter, 13 :Iii.ch. R., 533; Tyler v. 
Peatt, 30 Mich. R., 68; LillWriag6 11, 1.'regent, 30 Mich. B., 105; I~nu v. Btewart, 36 .Mich. 
R., 286. 




This case was reversed on the facts. 2 Doug., 316. See also Doak v. Rum/an, 33
Mich. R., 75; Smith v. Brown, 34 Mich. R., 455; Beach v. White, Walk. Ch. R., 496
PAGE 478.
BAILEY v. GOULD.
As to relative rights of several mortgagees, see notes to Cooper v. Ulmann, and
Mason -). Payne.
The security sued on must be produced or accounted for. Young 1). McKee, 13 M1ch.
R., 552; Bassett I‘. Hathaway. 9 M ch. R., 28; Hunger-ford v. Smith. 34 Mich. R., 300.
As to payment and presumptions see note to Schwarz '). Sean.
PAGE 485.
~--. .
















































































































































Woon v. SAVAGE. 
This case was reversed on the facts. 2 Doug., 316. See also Doak v. Runyan, 33 
Mich. R .• 71l; Smith v. Br<YWn, 34 .Jrach. R., 4M; Bem:A 11. WhUe, Walk. C/r.. R., 400 
PA.GB 4'1'8. 
BAILEY V. GOULD. 
As to relative rights of several mortgagees, see notes to Oooper v. mmann, and 
Mason v. Payne. 
The security sued on mu.cit be produced or accounted for. Young v. McKe.e, 1a Mich. 
R., 552; Bassett 11. Hathaway. II M ch. R., 28; Hungerford v. Smtth., 34 .Mtch. R., 300. 
As to payment and presumptions see note to 8ch.'IJJQ.17i v. Searl. 
l , 
P.ASll 4111. 








See note to Jaooa) v. Clark, upon equitable estoppel.
l
PAGE 490.
TAYLOR et al. v. SNYDER at al.
PAGE 494.
GILBERT v. OOQLEY
See note to Cooper v. Ulmann.
But when a mortgagee who bid of! property in his own name at an irregular fore-
closure, afterwards sold a part only of the lands, he was held entitled to foreclose again
in his own name under the statute. Lee 1). Glory, Jam, 1878. In such case, if necessary,
















































































































































BRONSON v. GREEN. 
PAGK 487. 
p A YNE v. p ADDOOK. 
See note to Jacocc ti. Clark, upon equitable estoppel 
P.._as4ll0. 
TAYLOR et al. v. SNYDER et al. 
PAGIC 494, 
GILBERT v. COOLEY 
See note to Cooptt 1!, Ulma1m. 
But when a mortgagee who bid off property In his own name at an Irregular fore-
closure, afterwards sold a pai't only of the lands, he was held entitled to foreclose again 
in his own name under the statute. Lee v. ClaTJJ. Jan., 1878. In such case, if necessary, 
his .itrantees can be protected in equity. 




As to remedies of judgment creditors, see note to Smith v. Thompson.
As to right of assignee to sue in his own name, see note to Morey c. Forsyth.




This case was afflrmed except as to the wife’s dower, in 2 Doug. R., 344.
Compromises fairly and intelligently made are regarded as equally binding with
other contracts. And the circumstances will not be looked into any further than in
other dealings, where every party is expected to use reasonable vigilance. Gates 1/,
6'ltutts, 7 Mich. R., 127; Hale v. holmes, 8 Mich. R., 37; Vanlh/ke v. Dacis, 2 Mich. R., 144;
Moore 1). Locomotive Works, 14 .l[ich. R., 286; Hull c. Swarthout, 29 Mich. R., 249; Crai._o v.
Brudl y, L6 Mich. R., 253; ;L/ayhew v. khwnim Insurance 00., 25 Mich. R., 105; Reit/zmeier
1'. Bedc1oith, 35 Mich. R., 180.
And they are in like manner subject to rescission for sufficient cause. C'oncerse 1).
Blumrich, 14 Mich. R., 109; 110:;01/1 1’. Bacon, 36 Mich. R., 1.
.‘- l‘e will not be compelled to make nor will husband be decreed to obtain release
of dower or homestead right. Weed 1'. Terry, 2 Dow. R., 344; Philips v. Stauch, 30
Mich. 18., 369. And when this is essential the whole relief in equity will be denied.
Phillips v. Stauch.
But where a husband has cc::1'@3'cd to his wife in fraud of his contract, she will be
compelled to release. Daily c. Litchfield, 10 Mich. R., 20.
A parol contract for sale of lands is not taken out of the statute by payment of
money upon it. Scott L‘. Bu h, 26 Mich. R., 418, 9 Mich. R., 523. Nor by any preliminary

















































































































































BEACH v. WHITE. 
As to remedies of judgment creditors, see note to Smith v. ThompMJn. 
As to right of assignee to sue in his own name, see note to Mort:'IJ v. Forsyth. 
As to fraudulent conveyances, see not.e to How 11. Camp, and Gutter v. Gri8wold, and 
Wood v. /:iat'a{le. 
PAGE 501. 
WEED v. TERRY. 
This case was affirmed except as to the wife's dower, In 2 Doug. R., 344. 
Compromises fairly and intelligently made are regarded as equally binding with 
other contracts. And the circumstances will not be looked into any further than in 
other dealings, where every p~rty is expected to use reasonable vigilance. Gates v, 
Shutts, 4· :llich. R ., 127; Hale v. holmes, 8 Mich. R., 37; Van])yke v. Dat:is, 2 Mich. R., 144; 
Jfoore v. Loco •notive Works, 14 Jlich. R., 2il6; Hull v. Swarthout, 29 Mich. R., 249; Orai,q v. 
Br,uil y, ~6 Mich. R., 253; Jlayhew v. l:hanix Insurance CV., 25 .Jlic11,. B., l05; R eit!tmeier 
!'. Beckwith, 85 Mich. R ., 180. 
And they are in like manner subject to rescission for sufficient ca.use. Cont'e.red ti. 
Blumrich, 14 Jlich. R., 109; Hanni.rt t'. Hartm, ~ :lN~h . !?., 1. 
. '·. ·.·. ·re will not be compelled to make nor will hu1>ba.nd be decreed to obtain release 
of dower or homestead right. Wl'ed 1; . Terry, 2 IJ01(1. R., 344; Phil"ips v. Stauch, ao 
"llic!1. It., 369. And when this is essential the whole relief in equity will be denied. 
Phillips v. Stauch. 
But where a husband hes c:::::";""2ycd to his wife in fraud of his contra.ct, she will be 
compell<>d to release. Dail?t v. Litchfield, 10 Mich. R., 20. 
A parol contract for sale of lands is not taken out of the statute by payment of 
money upon it. Scott r . Bu h, 26 :lfich. R., 41P, 9 Mich. R., 523. Nor by any preliminary 




An agreement to furnish or advance money to buy or redeem lands for another will
not be enforced unles~: in writing Tug/101' ''. 1‘r‘((1('1rnn. 24 Mill. 2., 267; Moot» L-.
Scriwn, £3 Mich. R., 500. Or to obtain a conveyance. Colgrove v Sol ''‘ on, 34 Mich. R.,
342. But an agreement to transfer a tax certificate, thereby inducing a party not to
redeem, will be enforced. Laing v. McKee, 13 Mich. R., 124.
An agent’s authority must be written. Palmer v. Williams, 24 Mich. R., 328; (ol-
grow v. Solomon. Unless ratified by estoppel. Id.
A parol contract must be aver: ed and proved with certainty, or made out by special
equities. McMurl1~ie v. Bennelte, Harr. Ch. R., 124; BOI:lic:' Caldwell, 8 Mic/1.. R., 463;
Mdlanl v. Ramsolell Harr. Ch. R., 373; M1msell v. Loree, 21 Mich. R., 491; Wdson v. “Cl-
son, 6 Mich. R., 9; Wright v. W''ight, 31 Mich. R., 380; McClintock v. Laing, 22 Mich. R.,
212.
But length of time is not necessarily a bar to specific performance of a parol con-
tract not revoked. Ingwsoll v. Horton, 7 Mich. R., 405 Although it may lequire strong
proof. Ritson v. Dodge, 33 Mir!z-. R., 463.
Where land is conveyed. the vendor can enforce the consideration, whether in
money or land. Holland 1/. Hoyt, 14 .1.’ ic/'. 18., 238; Ftuw-ll '. J0hn.~.t0n, 34 M1'ch., 342. Re-
lease of dower and homestead is a sufficient performance to entitle to conveyance in
exchange. Id.
Guaranty of a mortgage is not a contract concerning land. Huntington 1). Well-
ington, 12 llféch. R., 10.
Possession given and taken for the purpose of carrying out a contract is a good part
performance. Owes (lb' ve, and Twiss 1:. George, 33 Mich., But not if not given for
that purpose. Jones 1). '1 yler, 6 Mich. R., 364.
A parol agreement that a house may be levied on as a chattel is void. Hogselt v.
Ellis, 17 M.ch R., 351.
A parol agreement to change a written contract or release lands in it is within the
statute. Beers v. Beers, 22 .1'ich. R., 42; Cook v. Bell, 18 Mich. R.. -.87; Abell v. Manson,
18 Jiich. R., 306; McEwan v. Oflman, 34 Mich. R., 325; D., H. d: I. R. R. v. Fort‘/es, 30
Mich. R., 165.
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J ACOX v. CLARK.















































































































































An n~ernent to furnish or advanC'e money to buy or redt>em lands for another will 
not be enforced unles" in writing. Taylor r . f rai .-·11't'm, 24 :Afrh. R., ~7; Mwt• 1'· 
&'riven, is ,lJlch. R., 500. Or to obtain a conveyance. Colgrove v Sol, on, 34 J/ich. R ., 
342. But an agreement to transfer a tax certificate, thereby inducing a party not to 
redeem, will be enforced. Laing v. McKee, 13 Mich. R., 124. 
An agent's authority must be written. Palmer v. Willia11U1, 24 .Mich. R., 328; ( ol-
grore <' Solomon. Unless ratified by estoppel. Id. 
A parol contract must be aven ed and proved with <.:ertainty, or made out by special 
equities. McMurtrie v. Bennette, Harr. Ch. R., 124; Bomier t'. Caldwell, M ,l/ich. R., 463; 
M1llartL v. Ramsdell Harr. Ch. R., 373; Munsell v. Loree, 21 Mich. R., 491; l·V.lson v. lV.l-
son, 6 Mich. R., 9; Wright v. Wright, 31 Mich. R., 380; ,lfcGtintock v. Laing, 2'J Mich. R., 
212. 
But }Pngth of time is not necessarily a bar to specific performance of a parol con-
tract not revoked. lnyrr80ll v. Horton, 7 Mich. R., 405 Although it may 1equire strong 
proof. Hitson v. Dodge, 33 Mif·h. R., 463. 
Where land is conveyed. the vendor can enforce the consideration, whether in 
mo11ey ur land. Holland v. Hoyt, 14 J;ich. I:., 2.38; F,11 w·ll ·.Johnston, '14 Mich., 342. Re-
lease of <lower and homestead is a sufficient performaHce to entitle to conveyance in 
exchange. Id. 
Guaranty of a mortgage is not a contract concerning land.. Huntington v. WeU-
ington, 12 Mich. R., 10. 
Possession given and taken fer the J;U!'fC'!'.e of ca.,-ying out a. contra.et is a good part 
performance. O<t.•es a.Ix ve, and 'i'wi8s 1;. G(!(JT'qe, 33 Mich., 253. But not if not given for 
that purpose. Jones v. 'Jyler, Ii .Mich . R., 004. 
A parol agreement that a house may be levied on as a chattel is void. Hogsett v. 
EllU!, 17 ?If.ch R., 351. 
A parol agreement to change a written contract or release lands in it is within the 
statute. lieers v. Beers, 22 .ltich. R., 42; Cook v. Belt, 18 Mtch. R .. ;_87; Abell v. Munson, 
18 .liich. R., 306; JtlcfiJwan 11. Ortman, 84 Alica. R., 325; D., H. c6 I. B. R. t1. lt'<Jrues, 30 
Mich. B., 166. 
PAOJ: l508. 
JACOX v. CLARK. 





OHENE 12. BK. or MICHIGAN.
For cases which refer to dealings with old titles at and near Detroit before their
confirmation. See. Campau v, Ohm». 1 Mich. R., 400; Abbott v. Godfroy’s heirs 1 Mich.
R., 178; May c Specht, 1 Mich R., 187; Gram v. Reader, 21 Mich. R., 24.
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BENHARD v. Dannow‘



















































































































































CHENE V. liK. OF MICHIGAN. 
For cases which refer to dealing11 with old titles at and near Detroit before their 
confirmation. See. Campau v, Clrt!71"', 1 ."4fich. R., 400; Abbott v. GodfrO'l/'B h.eirB 1 Mich. 
R., 178; Ma11vSpedl.t,1 Mich. B., 18i; <Hane ti, .Reeder, 21 ltlirA. B., 2f. 
PAGE 1519. 
BENHARD v. DAB.ROW 
As to practice on Writs of Assistance, see Hart 11. Li:nsday, (p. 144) and note. 





A written agreement cannot be valied by parol evidence of admissions, changing
its terms. Hunt v. Thorn, 1 Mich, R., 213. As to land contracts see note to Weed v.
Terry; Beers v. Beers, 22 Mich. R., 42.
A written contract is assumed to ltlpersede all verbal agreements contemporaneous
with it. Street 1). Dow, Harr. C/:~, 427; Savercool v. Fm-well, 17 Mich, R., 308: Martin v.
Hamlin, 18 Mich. R., 364; Vanderharr v. Thompson, 19 Mich. R., 82; Adair 1). Adair, 5
Mich. R., 204; Jones v. Phelps, 5 Mich., 218; Holmes 1). Hall, 8 Mich. R., 66; Abell v. Mun-
son, 17 Mich., 306; Cline r. Hubbard, 31 Mich. R., 237; N. A. Fire Ins. Co. v. Throop, 22
M-ch. R., 146; Hatch v. Fowler, 28 Mich. R., 205; Blakeslee '). Roman, Jam/., 1878.
But not on different subjects. Blackwood v. Brown, 34 Mich R., 4.
But evidence may be received to identify the parties or subject matter and apply
the contract or document properly. Paddock v. Pardee, 1 Jhch. R., 421; Norris v.
Shmnerman, 2 Doug. 11., 16; Fuccy v. Otis, 11 Mich. R., 213; Johnstone r. Scott, 11 Mich
R., 232; Ices c. Kimball, 1 Mich. 308; Hunt v. Strew, 33 Mich. R., 85.
And to show its consideration, or to establish it as given on condition or as a mort-
gage or security. Emerson '1:. Alwater, 7 Mich. R., 12; Bowker 1). Johnson, 17 Mich. R.,
42; )I owe 1). Wright, 12 Mich. R., 289; Fuller v. Parish, 3 Mich. R., 211; Hunter v. N. Y.
Salt Co., 14 Mich. R., 98; P illips v. Ra;/mond,‘17 Mich. R., 287; Atwood v. Gilletl, 2Doug.
R., 206; Ochsenkehl v. Jejfers, 312 Mich. R., 482; Jennison ') Stone, 33 Mlch. R., 99,- Trevidick
v. Mumford, 31 Mich. R., 467; Jourdan v. Boyce, 33 Mich. R., 302; Catlin v. Birchard, 18
Mich. R., 110; Ellis v. Seoor, 81 Mich. R., 185; Crlssman v. Crissman, 23 Mich., 217; Abbott
1). Fifield, June, 1878.
And to show subsequent changes, etc., not within the statute of frauds. Seaman v.
O’Hara, 29 Mich. R., 66; Westchester Fire Ins, Co. 1). Earle, 83 Mich. R., 143; Haskell v.
Ayres, 35 Mich. R., 89; Weiden v. Woodrufl’, Ja.ny., 1878.
Pas: 525.


















































































































































It is not competent for a Court to deprive a party of a valuable right except upon
a final hearing in a competent tribunal. People v. Simonson, 10 Mich. R., 335; Barry v.
Briggs, 22 Mich. R., 201; Port Huron <2‘ Gratiot R. W. (*0. v. Judge of St. Clair, 31 Mich.
R., 45H; People v. Jones, 33 .. ich., 303; Buddingt0n’s Case 29 Mich. R., 472; Rowe Lowe,
% Jlich. R., 2353; McKinney v. McKinney, 36 Mich. R., 37; Ramsdell v. Maxwell 32 .l[ich.
R., 285. '
Nor can a State Court interfere with official sales of United States Land Officers or
enjoin them from selling, or punish them for violating the injunction. Brewer v. Kidd,
23 Mich. R., 440.
A party cannot be put in contempt unless allowed reasonable time to act. Brown
v. Brown, 22 Mich. R., 299; Berry v. Jones,-35 Mich. R., 189; Davis v. Damls, June 1878.
PAGE 580.
Tmmsron v. PRENTISS.
This case was appealed by Thurston, and the report shows that the controversy in
the Supreme Court was from the nature of the appeal confined to a narrow range. It
was decided there, that there was no remedy to recover usury paid except the statutory
one of an action of debt, or a reduction or set-ofl! in case of suit against the debtor.
1 Mil h. R., 193. It was also held, as was held by the chancellor, that excessive interest
paid by a surety to secure time for himself could not be recovered of the principal as
money paid to his use.
The usury laws have been made still less stringent, and the doctrine held that the
remedy is confined to the statutory redress. Graig v. Butler, 9 M ch. R., 21. But the
dedu tion can be‘ made in any suit at law or equity, where the debt is prosecuted.
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HEMINGWAY v. PRESTON. 
It ls not compet.ent tor a Court to deprive a party of a. valuable right except upon 
a final hearing in a competent tribunal. People v. Simonson, 10 Mich. R., 331S; Barry v. 
Briggs, 22 Mich. R., 201; Port Huron ct Gratiot R. W. Co. v. Judge of St. Clair, 31 J/ich. 
R .. 451ij People v. Jones, 3:3 . ich., 303; Buddington'a Case 29 Mich. R., 472; Rowe v. l.<Yme, 
28 ,l/ich. n., ::;-,3; :hfcKinneyt'. McKinney, 36 Mich. R., 87; RaFMdeU v. Maxwell 32 Jiich. 
R., 285. 
Nor can a State Court interfere with otllclal sales of United States Land Ofllcers or 
enjoin them from selling, or punish them for violating the Injunction. Brewer v. Kidd, 
23 .lflth. R., 440. 
A party cannot be put In contempt unless allowed ren.sonable time to a.ct. Br()11Jfl 
,,, Brown, 22 Mich.. R., 2119; BerrJI v. Jonu,.85 Mich.. B., 180; Datlia v. Dama, Jurw 18?8. 
PAGB llllO. 
THURSTON v. PRENTISS. 
Tnls case was appealed by Thurston, and the report shows that the controversy in 
the Supreme Court was from the nature of the appeal confined to a narrow range. It 
was cleC'ided there, that thertl was no remedy t.o recover usury paid except the statutory 
one of an act:<Yn of debt, or a reduction or set-ol! in case of suit against the debtor. 
1 Mi• h. R., 191!. It was alRo held, as was held by the chancellor, that excessive interest 
paid by a surety to securn time for himself could not be rtlcovereli of the principal as 
money paid to bis use. 
The usury la.ws have been made still less stringent, a.nd the doctrine held that the 
remedy is confined to the statutory redress. Oratg t '. Butler, Ii Al ch. R., 21. But the 
dedu tion ean be made In any suit at law or equity, wh~re the debt is prosecuted. 




And the excess will aflect new securities. Same case, and Collins Iron Co, 1/. Burkarm
10 Mich., 283; Gardner 1/. Matleson, Jan;/., 1878.
Interest runs on judgments and decrees at same rate as on contracts, and continues
unchanged after maturity. Warner v. Jmf, April, 1878.
PAGE 532.
EMMONS 1). EMMONS.
Every precaution is required to see that no divolce is granted collusively or by con-
trivance or without evidence of witnesses. and not of parties. Leuvitt e. Leaiitt, 18
Mich. R., 452; Sawyer v. Sawyer, ante, 48; Robinson 1). Robinson, 16 Mich. R., 79; Daw-
son v. Dawson, 18 Mich. R., 333; Bishop v. Bishop, 17 lllilh. R., 211; Herrirlc v. Herrick,
31 Mich. R., 298; Soper r. Soper, 29 Mch. R.,3')5; Rud-lv. Rudd, 33 Mich. R., 101; 00x v.
001‘, 35 Mich. 461.
Parties can only testify when called by the Court, but when such testimony is found
in the record, and it appears that the judge considered himself as acting under the rule,
it will be considered as properly taken at his request. Hamilton v. Hamilton, 37 Mich.
PAGE 585.
Fox v. CLARK.
Reversed 1 Mlch. R., 321, as Foa) 0. Willie. And see notes to Smith v. Thompson, 1.
PAGE 544. 0
WEBB v. WILLIAMS.
















































































































































And the excess will al?ect new securities. Same caae, and CoUin.s Iron Co, v. Burkam, 
10 Mich., 283; Gardner v. Matteson, Jany., 1878. 
Interest runs on judgments and decrees at same rate as on contracts, and contmues 
unchanged after maturity, Warner 11. JuiJ, .April, 1878. 
P.lGB 1589. 
EMMONS v. EMMONS. 
Evury precaution Is required to see that no divorce is gran~d collusively or by con-
trivanct> or without evidence of witucsses, and uot of parties. Leut•itt v. Leai'itt, 13 
~lich. R., 452; Sawyer v. Sawyer, ante, 48; Robin.son v. Robinson, 16 Mich. R., 79; Dato-
IMI. "·Dawson, 18 Mich. R ., 3:n; Bishop v. Bfahop, 17 .Midt R., 211; Herrick v. HerricJc, 
31 Mich. R., 298; Soper v. Soper, 29 Mch. R.,3')5; Rud.lv. Rudd,33 Mich. R., 101; Co:i:t1. 
Cox, 35 Mich. 461. 
Parties can only testify when called by the Court, but when such testimony is found 
in the record, and it appears that the ju<lgu consiue1·<'li himself a.s acting under the rule, 
it will be considered as properly taken at his request. HamUton ti. Hamilton., 37 Jlfc1'. 
Fox v. CLARK. 
Reversed 1 Mich. R., 1121, as~ v. WiUil. And see notes to Smith v. Thompa<m, 1 • 
• 
WEBB ti. WILLI.A.KB. 
Bee Dotie to JoiiM<m ti, Joh""3fm. 
61 
